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INTRODUCTION 
Oak vllt, a dleeaee discovered In 19^2 (Henry et al« 
19^^). but thought to have been present for many years In 
Iowa and ''iBconsln (Figure 1), received only limited atten­
tion until 1950, when discovery in states east and south of 
lova and ' is cons in revealed it as a serioup threat to the 
oak trees of these Imnortant producln. replonr.. Research 
activity on many phases of the prorlem van stimulpted by 
this discovery. The present rtudy wc.. begun in 1952 at which 
time oak wilt already had been found in 18 states east of 
the Great ['lalns, its kno'-'n rnnff^' today (Fovler 1952). Con-
ciderable variation had been noted in the I ehavlor of the 
D&thogen and the host throughout this large arep. TJip dis-
pertftion is concerned with host parasite relntionRhlps of 
'•.ndoconidiophora fagwcearum Bretz end susceptible opk hosts 
in northern lowtj. 
After a he.'Ithy ork tree is inoculated, a period of 
incubation followc, infection occurs, leof symntomp annear, 
the tree defoliateB, the patlogen pporulaten between the 
bark and wood, the pathoaen dies out and the xylem end phloem 
deteriorate, Thlp, briefly, is the history of an Infected 
oak tree. Herein, an attempt will be made to elucidate pome 
of the phenomena associated with events occurring from the 
Fig. 1. Red onk obeerven dying near McGregor, lova, 
September 30» 1933 >'lth eyraptomp elmller to 
red oak Infected vlth Endooonldlophora 
ft'gnce&rum. rhotop-r^ph by Dr. I. E. telhuB 

u 
time of Inoculation of e healthy host to Its eventual 
decey. 
Inoculation studies were made during a period of 15 
monthe to determine how effective each of several forme of 
Inoculum is in inciting diseace in healthy oak trees inocu­
lated at monthly intervals, if there are period? of host 
reeietance to infection during the year and what influence 
time of inoculation has on the incubation period. 
Leaf eyraptofflB of the dyinoc or.ke were studied carefully 
with the result that in adf'ition to the Eymptomfl already 
described, a hitherto undescribed eynptom-phase was 
discovered. 
Following the display of follaffe oyraptomp and eventual 
leaf fall, the pathogen grows internally, then produces 
fungous mats and pads on the host in the oambial region. 
Studies were made to determine what percentage of the wilt-
klllecT trees produce mats and pads, time of the year mats 
and pads are formed, moisture content of the host when mats 
and pads are produced, moisture relations of the host from 
the time of infection through mat and pad production and in 
the enpulng three yeara. Influence of temperature on mat and 
pad growth and measures which could be taken to prevent the 
growth of these reproductive structurec. 
5 
The posrlble role roaents, especially squirrels, play 
in the dissemination of the pathogen and the spread of the 
diseaee vae aleo inveptlgated. Observations were made to 
find out if the feeding habits of squirrels on fungous mats 
and pads coincide vith the time of year squirrels feed on 
bark, buds and tvlgs of healthy oaks and with the period 
vhen "long: dietsnce* spread of E. fagacearuro takes place in 
nature. 
Following the period ^hen the pathogen forms mats and 
pads, the bark may or may not fall off. A survey wae made 
to determine what influence bark has on rate of decay. 
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RSVIEW OF LIT?3;,TURE 
Inoculations 
Inoculation atudlee have been made to det>-rmlne the 
effeote of spore concentration, seasonal development of the 
host (Hoffman 1951; Kuntz et, al. 1952) and rlace of Inocula­
tion on oak vllt symptom expression and on periods of incu­
bation (Kuntz et al. 1952). Boots of northern pin oaks 
inoculated with 65»000,000 conldla per tree developed vrlde-
epread Incipient vilt vithln three weeks regardlesF of the 
date of inoculation throuprh the period Mey 23 to Bentember 
6 (Kuntz et al. 1952). Also, trees inoculated on a low 
lateral brench and others inoculated terminally developed 
incipient wilt within three weeks. The incubation periods 
increased as spore loads used for inoculation decreased. 
The time from inoculation of mrture opks to onk wilt 
eymutom exoreaslon varies from 11 to GO dayp, with the length 
of the incubation period being influenced by age of the 
spores (young spores orovldina: more rapid infection), spore 
concentration of the Inoculum, method of Inoculation, 
Beaeonal development of the host and species of the host 
( Hoffman 1951). OaV. vilt symptoms appear more rapidly on 
trees receiving heavy loads of inoculum (5»000,000 conldla 
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per tree) but Buccepeful Inoculatlone are obtnlned vith as 
few B.P. 50 conidla per tree, Inoubation periodp of ten to 
60 days in the greenhouse and In the field resulted vhen 
using either conidla or mycelium (la. Ptate Conser, Comm. 
19^7) and ten to 20 days on greenhouse seedlings Inoculcted 
with mycelium and conidla In a wound or Injectefi hypo-
dermlcplly (Young 19'*8). 
Sym'-'tomB 
Oak wilt symptoms vary vith the oak o-roup on which they 
ooour and the time of the season when foliage discoloration 
first becomes apparent. The rymntoms on members of the red 
osk icrroup previously described In the literature (iretr 
1951®; Kenry ^  al. 19^) are herein referred to ar "summer 
(bronze-leaf) pymptoros" and ere usually apparent in Iowa 
between the first and third weeks in June. Other pymptoms, 
previoui?ly undeaoribed and herein referred to as "spring 
(dwarf-leaf) Rymptoms", are evident on infected oeks shortly 
pfter the buds begin to ewell in the sprincr, or from five to 
eight weeks before the summer (bronze-leaf) Byinptoms appear. 
The members of the wy.lte oak group usually display fymptome 
in a manner different from the members of the red oak group. 
Although the symptome on both the red and white oak groups 
8 
have been described In part (Bretz 1951a» Henry et, al» 
19'+^), due to certain omissions that exist, the development 
of symptoms BG they occur In Iowa will be described. 
Influence of Temperature and Moleture on 
Endoconldlophora fagacearum 
The temperature range for grovth of mycelium under 
controlled laboratory conditions Ic approximately 8° to 
32° C. (Henry or 2° to 32° C. (McNew and Young 19^8), 
with the optimum near 24® to 28® C. (Henry or 16° to 
26° C. (KoNew and Young 19^8). Best growth occurs at 22° C. 
(le, Conser. Comm. Perlthecla form In vitro at 16° 
to 22° C, and ascospores germinate best at 25° and 28° C, 
on both 2 per cent water agar and 2 per cent < extrose agr.r 
(Curl 195^). The optimum range for maximum perltheolal 
formation and aficonpore extrusion Is 18° to 2k C, with the 
maximum 9° to 2^° C, (Stambaugh et al. 195^). Fergus (195^) 
reports the optimum temperature for f?ermlnatlon of QECoepcres 
and conldla of fagncearum Is within the range of 21° to 
32° C., the maximum between 33° and 36° C, and the minimum 
below 3^ C, Low temperature and low relative humidity 
favor longevity of aecoBpores (Jewell 1953)* Conldla and 
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aecosporeB exposed to 36° C. for 3^ hours and to 40° C. 
for 2^ hours were all killed (Fergus 195^). 
Hat and pad formation occurred on wllt-kllled red oaks 
In Pennsylvania with sapwood moisture content of 60.0 to 
93»9 per cent, dry weight basis (Fergus 1953)* ^?ot and pad 
formation occurred on northern pin oaks (Querous elllx?-
soldalls Hill) during October and November In Minnesota vith 
sapwood moisture content of approximately ^6.6 per cent In 
contrast to 4?,3 per cent, wet weight basis, on henlthy 
trees (French and Campbell 195^). 
Formation of Fungous Mats anr* Pads 
Fungous mats and pads found on wllt-kllled oaks pre 
opore-bearlng reriroductlve structures of Endoconldlophora 
fagaoearum. Following the death of the tree the fungus 
colonizes In the cambium region and produces areas of 
mycelium called mats; In the center of each Is a thickened 
portion designated a pad (Fergus 1953; Zuokerman end Curl 
1953)* ^'ell developed pads exert preasure externally, force 
the bark loose and eventually cause a crack to develop In 
the bark (F'ergus 1953; Leech ^  al. 1952a; Leach ^  al. 
1952b). Mate and pads, first found In 1951 (Curl et al. 
1953)» are a common occurrence on wllt-kllled red oaks 
10 
(Curl et al. 1953* Engelhard 1955; Fergus 1953) hut have 
been found on bur oaks only In Iowa (Engelhard 1955). They 
oontaln conldla and are capable of oroduclng perlthecla 
vhen eperraatlzed, either naturally or artificially, with 
conldla of the opposite compatibility type (Bprnett et al. 
1952; Curl £t al. 1953; Fergus 1953; Leach ejt al. 1952b). 
A characteristic odor 1P associated vlth the mat? and 
padp (la. Conser. Comm. 19^7; Leach et al. 1952b) which may 
eerve to attract potential vectors (Heptlng 1955; Leach et, 
al. 1952b). 
:qulrrels as Potential Vectors of 
Endo conldloohora fagacearum 
The diet of squirrels Is varied and dlfTers from one 
time of year to another. Many observations have been made 
on squirrel feeding and damage on conifers, (Bowles 1920; 
Brltton 1933; Cheyney 1929; Cook 195^; Forestry Comm. 1953; 
Hosley 1928; McCulluch 193?) hard woods (Baxter and Grow 
1955; Brltton 1902, 1933; Brooks 1923; Forestry Comm. 1953; 
Hlmelloh at al. 1953» Klugh 192?; Mills 1938) and fruit trees 
(Brltton 1933; Kills 1938). Squirrels store and eat fungi 
(Buller 1920), feed on white pine blister rust cankers 
(U. S. I), A. 1950; Lachmund and Hanebrough 193^) and oak wilt 
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fungoue mats end pade (Campbell and French 1953» Curl 195^; 
Engelhard 1955; Hlmelich ^  al. 19535 Korrle and Fergus 
1952)• In the spring a large part of their diet conBltts 
of young ehoote and bude (Forestry Comrc, 1953» Klmelich ejt 
al. 1953)* They out off leaves and twigs for building their 
nests during the spring and puramer. Squirrels commonly 
attack tree bark durlntr the summer (yorestry Comm. 1953)» 
and in the wlntet- when enow covers the ground and other 
food Is not readily available they cut pnd feed uoon tvlgs 
(Britton 1933; Mills 193B). 
The neceselty of wounds as infection courts for S. 
fagacearum Infection on healthy oaks has been pointed out 
and demonstrated (Dorsey ^ t al, 1953; HcMullen al# 1955; 
Norris 1953. 195'^, 1955; Thomneon «t al. 1955), Thup, any 
wounding of healthy oak treet?, be it bt»rk feeding, twig 
feeding, or cutting and stripping leaves and catkins from 
the trees, Is potentially Important in the spread of the 
oak wilt disease. 
Control of Fungous Mat and Pad Formotlon 
Effective control of the oak vllt disease hinges on 
controlling local and lonr? distance spread of ^  fag? cearum. 
The oak wilt fungus spreads locally through root grafts 
12 
between diseased end healthy oakp (Kuntz 195^5) ^'•nd overland 
with the aid of r vector. A number of excavatlonc of root 
systeme in lova in a fully stocked stand of trees of the 
red oak proup revealed root connections in 90 per cent of 
the cases (Hoffman 1950)* Roots of species of white oek 
praft and rootp of red oek snecies craft, but roots of red 
and white oak species rarely praft (Kuntz 1952). Control 
of root craft transmipsion can be attained by breaking the 
root grafts (Kuntz and Hiker 19^*9). 
Overlem^ tranriniBPion has been accomplished exneri-
mentally with several species of insects (Dorsey et P1, 1953; 
t-riswold 1953; C-rip"old and Part 195^; Himelich et al, 195^; 
Norrip 1953)» 'J'he source of inoculum for overland epre* d 
is funtrouR raatn and pads. PreventInsr the fo'mation of mats 
end pads vould be one method of reducing pprerd of the 
fundus. Treatments to control mat and pad formation on 
trees or logs include injection of chemicals toxic to the 
pathogen (True et al. 1955)i peeling and/or burning (True 
and Craig 1953) • fellinn: (Boyce 195^; Morris 1955; I-orris 
and Fergus 1952) and girdling or girdlinc and poisoning 
(^forrip 1955; True et al. 1955). 'eeling and/or liurnlng ere 
most effective. All the othera have caused a reduction in 
mat rnd pad formation but have not been entirely natip-
factory. Felling and girdlinn- ere succepsful when done 
13 
early In the summer but unsucceesful vhen done Inte in the 
Bununer or winter. 
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METHODS ANT IIAT-HlALS 
Inoculntione 
Inocul' tlon studleB vere carried out t etveen Febru'.ry 
1953 Wfiy 20, 1954 In '""Hot Knob State Prrk in Hancock 
County In north central lova to determine If healthy oak 
trees noBBeBE reslBtance or Immunlt; to Infection by Endo-
conldloohora fogacearum at any time of the year, if the 
tyoe of Inoculum present in nature each month throuc-hout 
the yet r it? effective In Incltinp: dieeaee in herlth^- OPJCS 
and if time of inoculation affects length of incubntlon 
period. One hunflred-slxty-tvo mature red ork treep and one 
12-inch bur oak vere uaed. For permanetjt identification, 
each tree wr.e marked with an ftluminum tag, and a yellow band 
was painted at a height of 4 to 5 feet to aid in loc?tlon. 
The final incpection of the tre-e In Experlmentr 1 and 2 
wes matie June 15» 195^ and In Experiment 3, July 30, 195^. 
Three types of Inoculum were utilized in these studies, 
nemely; funpoue mpt and pad material found on nenrby vilt-
kllled trees at the time the hetIthy trees were inoculated; 
laboratory grown cultures; and "ascofipce-droplets 
^"/SCOETJore droplets" are the vlecoue water-insoluble 
mafioes in which ascosporee are extruded. 
15 
(Figure 38) picked directly from mate on wilt-killed trees 
in the vicinity. After observing evidence of insect, rodent 
and bird feeding on the funsroue mats and pads present under 
the bark of members of both the red and vhitp oak groups 
(Engelhard 1955)# it vas reasoned that these fungous struc­
tures would be the most lii ely form of inoculum to be trans­
mitted by vectors; therefore, mets and oads constituted one 
type of inoculum. Fresh ""ite end pads are oroduced vTo~ 
lifioally in lova from the latter cert of August to I'ecember 
and from the latter part of April to June. In the winter 
months fresh mate are present, but frozen, while in the 
summer they are generally dry and decomposed; so, being 
confronted with such a variable source of inoculum from 
nature, it was considered necessary to use a more uniform 
type if the objectives of the experiment vers to be achieved. 
Thus, Petri plate cultures of isolate PKR 10, "B" strain, 
grown in the laboratory on potato-dextrose agar were used. 
Later, in ^?ay 1953» vhen apcospores were found for the first 
time in nature in Iowa, additional plots were eRtablished 
using this form of inoculum. 
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Experiment 1 
Experiment 1 coneleted of 12 plots of treee Inoculated 
at monthly intervale between February 1, 1953 £nd January 9, 
195'+ with mate nnd pads devoid of perithecln, Sach month 
four treefl^ were trerted vlth five to ten frasrments of 
fungous material taken directly from wllt-kllled trees 
nearbi. The mate and pads chosen were typical of those 
present on wilt-'Kllled treee during that month. Since It 
vae difficult to find sufficient Inoculum similar to that 
previously used, it was necessary to use mete and pads 
be rinp: perltheola on I^ay 3*5 and August 28. 
A slnntlng wound made with a sterilized axe was used 
as an infection court (Figure 2). The axe cut, made on the 
west side of the bole at a height of 3 feet, penetrated at 
leaet 1/2 inch into the xylem. It was opened gently to 
permit placing the rlecee of mate and pads between the bprk 
and xylem and Into the out xylem. The bark vae then uushed 
into place and nailed ehut with two or three 1 1/2-inch 
aluminum nails (Figure 2). (Wounds on the trees In Plots 
1 and 2 were not npilnd r,hut,) 
^Flve trees February 1, 1953* 
Fig, 2. Open and closed slanting woundB of type used 
for inoculating with fungouB mat and pad 
material and laboratory culturee, photograph by 
Dr. H, Bragonier 
Fig. 3. Vertical clit-wound of type uped for inoculating 
with "ascoppore-dropletsphotograph by Dr. 
W. H. Hragonier 
18 
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Four unlnoculpted controle on each plot consisted of 
one unvounded and three vounded trees. The vounds were 
nailed shut vlth tvo or three 1 1/2-inch r.lumlnum nails, 
('.'oundB on the control trees in Plots 1 and 2 vere not 
nailed shut.) These trees served as controls on all plots 
in ExperiraentB 1 and 2. 
Experiment 2 
Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment 1 in that the 
same number of tre^s used, the trees vere inoculated the 
same day, the same type of infection court vas used and the 
same controlR served for both experiments. The experiments 
differed in that each tree in Experiment 2 was inoculated 
with one-half of a Petri plate culture of ^  fagccerrum. 
PKR 10, "B" strain. ABcospores were not present in these 
cultures at both "A" and "B" strains are reqoired for their 
forra?tion (Hepting ^  al. 1952). 
Experiment 3 
Experiment 3 consipted of 21 treer in four plotr in 
which apcoBPores wer- included in the inoculum. 
20 
A vertical fillt-wound 1 Incr long and 1/8 Inch vide, 
carved with a sterilized knife to a depth Just uenetratlng 
the xylem (Figure 3)» used for Inoculating vlth 
"ascospore-dropletsFive to ten'tiroplets " vere picked 
directly from the ostloles of perlthecla found on neigh­
boring trees and placed In the vound. The infection court 
wap then covered with a smF-ll wad of moist tissue paper. 
Influence of Temperrture on Funerour Wet an'! i^rd Formetlon 
These exoerlmente vere designed nrlroarlly to l°arn what 
Influence temperrture hnp on mat r.nd pi'd formrtlon and, 
secondorlly, what role externol preclrjltatlon playp In mat 
and pad forrar.tlon. 
Four logo, 8 to 12 Teet In length, from two trees 8 and 
11 Inches d. b. h., were stored In the Botany Hall garage 
(69° F.) April 19, 195^ to determine If fungous tTiatB and 
padn of Knrioconldlophora fogace»rum would form In the absence 
of Any externel snurcp of T)reclpltatIon. Mats nnd pndR had 
formed th-s previous fall on the uppermost log of the 8-lnoh 
tree but WERE not r^resent on the oth'JP three IOOTB, During 
the following six weeks mats and pads and bark eraeke 
developed on all four locre. To repeat the experiment, In 
the spring of 1955» eight red oaks vith an average d. b. h. 
21 
of 11 Inches and a range of 8 to 15 Inches d. b. h. vere 
used. An attempt wao made to select trees on which fungous 
mats and pads previously had not formed but vere very likely 
to form In the near future. After an exhaustive search only 
seven trees of the type and size desired were found, eo an 
eighth tree '"hlch had 'produced mate and pads the wreceding 
fall and early winter on the top third and fourth sections 
was used. Two of the trees were felled March 19, four March 
23 and two Ar^rll 9, and were bucked Into "J-foot logs^. 
Alternate logs, starting with the butt ends, were left In 
the woods as controls (Figures ^  and $) and the balance 
were hauled to the laboratory where they were stored. 
Experiment 4 
Four logs stored upright In 43° F. constant-temperature 
velV-ln refrigerator, relative humidity 51 to 68 oer cent 
(Figure 6). 
Experiment 5 
Three logs stored upright In 55° F. constant-temperature 
walk-in box, relative humidity to 49 per cent. 
^One tree was out into four 4-foot logs. 
Fiff, if. Field control logs observed for mat and red 
formation, photograph by Dr. H. Bragonier 
Fip, 5» Fielf) control logp obi^urvvO i'or mui: inc pt<d 
formation, photograph by Dr. W, H. Bmgonler 
23 
Fig. 6. Logs stored at ^ 3° F. observed for mat and pad 
formation, photofrreph by Rr, W. H. Bragonler 
Fig. 7, Exnoeed mat and pad on lopr stored at ^3° F,, 
photograph by Dr. H, Brngonler 
25 
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Exuerlment 6 
Four logs stored horizontally In the Botany Hall 
garage, temperature 69°^ F.» relative huinldlty 31 to 52 per 
cent (Figure 8). 
Experiment 7 
Six logR storeri horizontally on tvo plankf- In the 
basement of Curtlsp Hall, temperature 90° F., relative 
humidity 2^ to 37 pe" cent (Florure 9). 
Logs from tvo trees were ured for each experiment. 
The control logs left In the voods were either laid 
across two small logK (Figure k) or left lylna- as they fell 
(Flcure 5) J the unper sides were tagged and the endr i^rlnted 
with rubber-base paint. 
A hygrottiermograph was used to determine the range of 
temperature and relative humidity In the plsoes where the 
logo were stored. The Instrument was callbr ted v/lth a 
sling psychrometer rnd left In eaoh location from two to 
five days. 
The logs were checked periodically and counts were made 
of the number of cracks opening In the bark over mats and 
pads . The logs were peeled between June 10 and June 25 when 
Fl?r. 8. Lo;rB (one roleslng) stored at 69 observed for 
mat and pad formrtlon, photowaph by Dr, W, H. 
Bragonler 
Fl|Qr. 9. Logs stored t\t 90° F. observed for raat and pad 
form'tIon, photograph by Dr, V/. H. Bragonler 
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It appeared they had passed through the mat- and pad-forming 
stage. All fungous structures, Including those composed of 
mate and pads as well as the smaller raatlese pads, were 
counted and recorded^. Their distribution and location on 
the sides of the logs were also noted. 
Host-Moisture Relationships of Infected 
and v?iit-Killed Oaks 
Studies were begun April 3» 195^ on oak wilt Infected 
trees to learn nore about the host-molsture relFtionshlps 
and chenges that begin at the time of incipient vHtinc and 
continue through complete wiltinn:, mat and pnd formption in 
the fall and spring snd finally, one, two and three years 
following death, Bsrk and wood of some vilt-klll>-d tre^s 
are still too "green" for met end pad formation in the 
eprin?. The moisture content of the sapwood and outer 
heartwood of such trees was determined ap the trees deteri­
orated through the summer to learn if the moisture content 
^Most trees killed by Ej, fagacearum in love produce mats 
and pads between the xylem and the phloem. Close observation 
of these trees usually reveals the presence of oak wilt 
fungous structures, comparing In size from a ten cent to a 
fifty cent coin, that contain only a pad portion and over 
which bark cracks never develop. In this section, when 
speaking of the total number of mate and pads, the matless-
pad type was included. 
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vafi favorable for mat and pad formation durlnc this time vhen 
trees ordinarily do not produce mats and pads. 
In the eprln<r of 195^, the fall of 195^ £ind the spring 
of 1955» the moisture content of snp^ood and oute^^* heortwood 
was determined under mate, under pads, in dead wood ? to 6 
inches from mats and pads end in "green" or living streaks 
when present near mate and pads. Sixteen mats end pads on 
nine red oaks were earn led in the spring of 195^! 31 samples 
from under matr, 12 from unuer pads, 13 In dead are/e 2 to 6 
inches from mats and pads and tvo in "green" or livino tissue 
near mats and pads. Thirteen mats and nads on six red oaks 
vere sampled in the fall of 195^! 52 samples from under mats, 
22 from under t)ade and ^2 in dead are; s 2 to 6 Incbes from 
mete and pads. Tventy-seven mats and pads on 14 red oaks 
vere samoled in the s-^rinnr of 1955^ 73 samplep from under 
mate, from under pads, 38 in dead areae 2 to 6 inches 
from matr ixnd pads and 14 in "green" or livlnff streaks near 
mats and pads. Koifture of the sapvood and outer heartwood 
was also determined under three mate and pods on one bur oak 
in the eprinc of 1954 and under three mots and pads on two 
bur oaks in the spring of 1955. MolRture changes in the 
eapwood and outer heartv/oofl of wilt-killed trees, dead one, 
two and three years, were Bludied to see if any trend 
associated with visible decay existed. 
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For thlB entlr-e eturty a total of 1119 moleture 
oeterralnBtlone was marie on 55 rec oakK em' thren bur oake, 
itn Increment borer was used for collecting molf»tiu:*e 
Bamplee (Figure 10) einoe with It small areae, such es those 
under fungous pads, could be sampled accurately. Moisture 
percentages of samples taken one above the other, one Inch 
sport on the bole of n tree were In close agreement, Indi-
catlnor the technique wnp dependable. Accurficy of the method 
compares favorably vith that of the block method (Spur* and 
Heiung 195^)» 
Two or three one-inch borings were teken for each 
aamole. These were divided into a 3/8-lnch sapwood section 
and a 5/8-inoh outer heartwood section. The letter was 
designated outer heartwood even though it may have contained 
pome sapwood. It was reasoned that the critical area in-
fluencinsr mat and pad formRtion was near the surfrce of the 
xylem. Also, many oaks in Pilot Knob State I'arV, '•'here this 
study vap undertaken, have sapvoofl only 3/8-inch to 5/8-inch 
thick, Since the pathogen grows only in the sapwood, » core 
3/8-inch lonfr was th^ logical size to use. The 5/8-inch core 
of outer heartwood wae taken because ac trees dry, moisture 
moves toward the perimeter of the bole, and the outer 5/B-
inch was considereci to be a zone that Influences sapv/ood 
moisture and mat and pad forraf>tion sufficiently to warrant 
Flff. 10. Method of collectlntr molrture aamplee vlth on 
Increment borer, photogrpoh by ir. W. H, 
yrflffonler 
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Etmpllng. By determlninfi; the raolEture content of the outer 
heartwoocl ap veil re the sypwood It IB posrlble to figure 
roughly the molBture content of the outer one Inch of the 
xylem. 
The cores after being tckan vere cut imrnedlately to the 
proper length and placed in clean, numbered, grouml-glaes­
top analyticel weighing bottles (Flcrure 11), vhlch vere taken 
to the laborptory and weighed on an anplytlcal chain balance 
to the nerrest ten-thoupendth of p ffrem. They vere then 
opened, placed In vlre bspkets and dried at 100® C, In a 
Cenco oven. After four dnye the bottles vere removed, closed, 
rlBce<! in a desiccator contalnlnfr oelciura chloride ana 
allowed to cool. The bottJes vere then removed vith metal 
ton-XE, wiped with a clean piece of cheese cloth and again 
weighed, after vhlch the cores from each sample were dumoed 
directly onto th'i pan of the balance and weipched. By sub­
tracting the veight of the bottle plus dried core from the 
veight of the bottle plus vet core, the weight of the vater 
in the core can be obtained. Dividing the v-ight of the dry 
core into the weight of the water lo^t by the core, the 
percentage of moisture in the pample of wood, dry weight 
basis, is computed. That is: 
Wet weight - Dry weight ^ i-ercentage moisture 
ri veight (Dr:' ^ 'eight ban is) 
Fig. 11, Increment borer, cores and weighing bottles used In determining 
moisture content, photograph by Dr. H, Bragonler 
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Every effort was mnle to keep the velghlng bottles 
clean In going to ann from the field. They vers packed in 
Kraall boxee and each bottle had a corrugated cardboard 
Jacket to protect it from breakage and to facilitate clean 
handling. 
Squirrels as Potent id Vectors of 
Endoconidionhora fagscearum 
Recorcle of obs'^rvBtions of squirrel feeding on oak >'llt 
fungous metp nnd pede^ were made in 1952, 1953» 195^ and 1955 
in Pilot Knob State Park. On Kay 6, 1955 nt 8:^0 A, K, a 
female gray squiri^l (gciurus orrolinenpis Oraelin) was ob­
served feeding on r perlthecia-bearing mat and pad on a 
vilt-Vrilled red oak. The squirrel was shot, brought to the 
laboratory and the following isolations made on Petri plates 
containing either 2 per cent potato dextrose agar (P.D.A.) 
or 2 per cent water agar: direct smears from teeth and 
mouth parts; pmears from sterile cotton swabs passed around 
in the mouth; direct implantations of etomach contents; 
four dilutionc from blood taken from the mouth; four 
Squirrels feeding on oak wilt fungous mats and pads 
usuelly consume only the central padr but in the process 
sometimes come in contact with and eat portions of the 
mycelial mats. 
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dllutlonp. from eterlle cotton Bwabe paeeed around In the 
mouth; and four dllutionp from atomRch contentB, All mouth 
pmeore find mouthsvabs were made on P. D. A. The standard 
dilution series technique (Rlker and Rlker 1936) was used 
on seven flasks prepared from mouth swabp, blood from the 
mouth and stomcch contents. Each of the seven flasks vas 
diluted four times, a total of 2^ flasks. Two drope from 
eaoh flask were plnced on each of three Petri nlatep of 
P. D» A. and four Petri plates of water ngor. Seven Petri 
plates of water agar remaining were seeded vlth drops from 
the fourth dilution of a flask prepar*>d from cotton swabs 
papsed around in the mouth. In suinmary, 23B Petri plateP 
were seeded: 203 with drops from the dllutlonn; 22 with 
direct mouth smears and mouth swabt ; and 13 directly vlth 
ptomach contents. 
Control of Funproup lip.t and Pad Formrtlon 
Durinpr the fell and winter of 1953» approxlmrtely 15 
red oakp at Pilot Knob State Park were peeled on one side 
of the bole to study ra*»t and pad formation. It vae observed 
that the peellnir reriuced, and in some capes completely 
eliminated, mat and pad formetlon; therefore, in an attempt 
to control m&t and ped formation on wllt-kllled red oaks, 
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studies were begun on 90 trees In the summer of 195^ at 
Pilot Knob State Park. The four treatments selected were 
chosen because they vere inexnencive and easily apnlied. 
Periods of prolific mat and pad formftlon occur on 
wilt-killed trees in northern lowe from the latter part of 
August to December, and from the latter part of April to 
June. The objective of these experiments was to determine 
what influence the treatments had on mat and pad formation. 
In order to dete mine what oak wilt fungous growth had 
occurred in the fall, the trees were all closely inspected 
in late winter. All fungouf? growth seen was considered to 
have occurred during the fall period of mat find pad forma­
tion as the bark on the trees was frozen throughout the 
winter and it VFB epsuined no growth had occurred under such 
condltionr. Each tree w-e inspected closely March $ and 
March 12, and each mat and pad found was sprayed vrith blue 
paint from a oreprurized can and recorded^. The mats end 
pads on ef-.ch tree vere counted and their popitione relative 
to the treated arers were recorded. On June 11, 13 and 1^ 
when the trees h^d pncned the mat- and pod-forming stage 
they were again inspected. As all mets and pads formed 
^Only mats end pads exposed by bark cracks were 
recorded. 
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prior to March 12 vere T>rinted, It vae easy to dletlnguleh 
betveen those formed in the fall and in the snrinff. After 
the mats md pads exposed by bark cracks vere recorded, the 
bark was removed and all mats and pads and small matless 
padc. were counted. Some trees formed many matp and pads, 
so when more than 25 were counted the nura1.er was recorded 
as 25+- . A dash ( —) was used to indicate fttngous structures 
were present but not counted. 
The number of bark cracks formed over roatR and pads 
was considered important as the nospibillty exists that only 
those matp and pads forming bark cracks may be involved in 
core d of tlw Dfithocren. ''hen a mat and pad is exposed by a 
bark crack it ip frequented by insects, rodents and birds 
which may function in the dissemination of the fungus. 
Invation of matp and padb by possible vectorr does not occur 
unless the funsrous structures are exnosed by bark cracks. 
This study consisted of five experimentr, each comtiosed 
of two parte except th® last, which had only one part. Part 
1 of each exneniment consisted of ten trees, each with in­
cipient wilt prior to July 1. Part 2 of each experiment 
consisted of ten trees, some with incipient wilt prior to 
and others after July 1. Original plans for Part 2 called 
for using only trees that vilted after July 1, but as an 
insufficient number wer- found others had to be used. 
Exnerltnent 8 
Twenty control trees were observed for mat and pad 
formation eo effects of treatments could be determined. 
Part 1« Ten tre-a (averaace d, h, h. 1^ Inches) with 
Incipient vllt prior to July 1. 
-art 2. Ten trees (average d. b. h. 12 Inches) vlth 
Incipient vllt after July 1. 
Experiment 9 
The bark was cut with a lumberman's axe to a hel.ht of 
approximately 5 feet (continuous frill) on each of the 20 
trees. The cuts penetrated the xylem 1/2 to 1 Inch (Flaure 
12). 
Part 1. Ten tre-^s (average d, b. h. 12 Inches) with 
Incipient wilt prior to July 1. Th« continuous frill was 
applied July 12. 
Part 2. Ten trees (average d, b, h. 13 Inches) vlth 
Incipient wilt after July 1, The continuous frill vas 
applied i^ugust l4. 
Fig. 12. Contlnuoue frill to heliht of 5 feet used in 
an attempt to control oat and pad formation, 
photoffTf ph by l>r. w, H. Erpgonler 
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Experiment 10 
An 8-lnch band of bark (dry girdle) vee removed with 
£ 1 1/2-lnch chleel and a mallet from each of the 20 trees 
at a height of approximately 4 feet (Figures 13 and 14). 
Part 1. Ten trees (average d. b. h. 11 Inches) with 
Incipient vHt prior to July 1, The dry girdle was applied 
July 12. 
art 2. v:ight of ten trees (average b. h. 10 
Inches) vlth Incipient vllt before and two after July 1. 
The dry girdle was applied Augupt 21. 
Experiment 11 
An 8-lnch band of bark was removed from each tree, oe 
In Experiment 10, Two coatp of 40 per cent sodium srsenlte 
were applied with P paint brush to the 8-lnch fflrdlen at 
flve-mlnuto Intervclp and a third coat was anrlled four 
rours later. 
Part 1. Ten trees (average d. b. h. 10 Inches) with 
Incipient wilt prior to July 1. The treatment wr.s applied 
July 12. 
Fig, 13. Dry girdle at height of '»> feet used in attempt 
to control mat and pad formation, photogrnph 
by Dr. H. Bragonier 
Fi> . l4. Dry girdle (close-un) ueed in attempt to 
control met and pad formption, ohotogriiph 
by Dr. v. H. Bragonier 
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Part 2. Five of ten treetj (average d. b. h, 9 Inches) 
with Incipient wilt before and five after July 1. The 
treatment vas applied August l4. 
Experiment 12 
One coat of ^0 per cent sodium araenlte was applied 
with a paint brush to the bark from the ground level to a 
height of approximately 5 feet on each of ten treee. 
Part 1. Ten trees (average d. b, h. 7 inchep) with 
incipient wilt prior to July 1, The treatment vas applied 
July 12. 
RESULTS 
Inoculations 
Experiment 1 
The trees inoculr.ted vlth fungous mat and pad mate­
rial (devoid of peritheoia) on consecutive dates betveen 
February 1, 1953 and January 9, 195^^ remained healthy. Mo 
reapon is kno^n vhy these inoculvtions foiled. The 48 
controls also remained healthy (Table 1), 
Experiment 2 
Fourte-n trees shoved typical oak wilt symptoms on 
five plots inoculated with laboratory cultures on consecutive 
dates between April 25# 1^53 and /ugust 28, 1953* One tree 
died on I'lot 4, AT)ril 25; two on I'lot 5i May 30; three on 
Plot 6, July 3; four on Plot 7» July 31; and f-ur on Plot 8, 
August 28. iio controle wilted (Table 2). 
The incubation periods for tree'' that expreBp.ed symptoms 
the same year they were inoculated ranged from three to 17 
weekb. Two of the four trees Inoculated August 28, 1953 
showed foliage symptoms after 21 days an" the other two 
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Table 1. Plots Inoculated with Sndooonldlophore fegacearmn 
mat and pad mpteplfl (devoid of perlthecla) at 
monthly intervals at Pilot Knob State Park, Hancock 
County, Iowa (SxTT^Tlment 1) 
>lot 
no. 
Date 
inoculated 
Condition of trees—June 15. 1954 
Inoculated Uninoculated controls 
A'llt-killed re alt Vllt-villed KerIthy 
1 2-1-53 0 5 0 4 
2 3-1-53 0 4 0 4 
3 3-28-53 0 4 0 4 
k ^-25-53 0 4 0 4 
5 5-30-53 2® 0 4 
6 7-3-53 0 k 0 4^ 
7 7-31-53 0 4 0 4 
8 8-28-53 2« 0 4 
9 10-3-53 0 4 0 4 
10 10-31-53 0 k n 4 
11 12-5-53 0 k 0 4 
12 1-9-5^ 0 4 0 4 
^Inoculated with fungoup mat and pad material containing 
perlthecla, 
^One wounded control tree wf p dlepleylnir typical oak wilt 
symptomB July 2^, 195^. The wound was not initially closed 
tightly and was observed to contain a black ferment and be in­
fested with Nitldulin insects as early as July 1?, 1953» On 
July 2k, 195^^, one yerr end 21 days after the wound was mrde, 
the black ferment wrs oozing from the wound and running- down 
the bark. There were many insectp, especially species of 
Nltldulidae, and snailfi in the wound. 
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Table 2. Plots inoculated with cultures of Endoconidlophora 
fagacep.rum. PKR 10, "B" strain, at monthly Intervals 
at Pilot Knob State Park, Hancock County, lova 
(Experiment 2) 
'lot Date Condition of trees—June 15, 195^ 
no. inoculated Inoculated Unlnoculated controls 
Hilt-killed H-elthy v'iit-kllled Healthy 
1 2-1-53 0 5 0 4 
2 3-1-53 0 0 4 
3 3-28-53 0 k 0 u 
4 4-25-53 1 3 0 
5 5-30-53 2 2 0 u 
6 7-3-53 3 1 0 
7 7-31-53 4 0 0 u 
8 8-28-53 u 0 0 Ik 
9 10-3-53 0 k 0 4 
10 10-31-53 0 u 0 4 
11 12-5-53 o «. 0 4 
12 1-9-54 0 u 0 4 
®8ee Table 1, footnote b. 
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not until the followinar spring (en incubation period of rt 
leeet 36 yeeke). 
Experiment 1 
Sixteen of 21 trees on four nlote displayed typical oak 
vilt Bymotoms when trerted vit- inoculum containing ascospores 
taken directly from wilt-killed oaks in the vicinity. Eight 
of nine trees inoculated May 26, 1953 and four of four 
trees inoculated May 20, 195^ with "ftscopnore-droplets" 
wilted in three weeks. Two of four trees inoculated August 
28, 1953 vith fragments of mats and pads containing perithecia 
also wilted after three weeks. The remeinlng two trees that 
wilted were inoculated Fay 30, 1953 and had incubation 
periods of seven and 13 weeks (Table 3)» 
SyraDtoms on Memberr of the Red Oak Group 
Brring (dvprf-leaf) symptoms 
A survey vns made of t^ilot Knob State Par^ , June 19, 
1953 to determine if any oak trees v;ere displaying onk vilt 
symptoms. Upon finding some trees with eymptome it was 
observed that some of the leaves had not grown to full size 
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Table 3- Plots treated wltb inoculut" containing aecoBporee of 
Endoconldlophora fagacearura at tHot Knob State Pork, 
Hancock County, Iowa (Experiment 3) 
Date 
inoculated 
Inoculum Condition of trees—July 30. 195'* 
Inoculated Unlnoculated 
controla 
Wllt-
Kllled 
Healthy Wllt-
kllled 
Healthy 
5-26-53 Freeh as00- 8 1 0 
spores from 
mat 
5-30-53^ Mat and pad 2 2 0 
material con-
talnlnff perl-
thecla 
8-28-53^ ffat and pad 2 2 0 
material 
containing 
perlthecla 
5-20-5^ Fresh aeco- 4 0 0 
epore droplets 
from mats 
®A1bo nlots 5 and 8, Table 1, 
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before vllting. The eacne condition wee again observed on 
June 10, 195^ vhen the suirmer (bronze-leaf) eymptoms 
ordinarily vould be Just beginning to appear on Infected 
trees In northern lova. In the spring of 1955 the oaX trees 
in the perk vere observed closely, beginning rt bud-break, 
to determine if the small leaves occurred on any of them 
and if this phenomenon were an early pymptom of oak vilt. 
It was found that the buds on a few red oaks swelled and 
burst from one to several weeks later than on the majority 
of the trees. As time progressed, the retarded development 
of these trees became more and more evident. By the time 
the leaves on the normally developing oaks had reached full 
size, pome of the retarded trees had leaves only 1 to 2 
inches lona which never enlarged any more. 
The development of most of the retarded trees was 
simllor to the early development, of healthy trees in that 
usually all the buds developed, but was iIfferent In that 
the buds developed later ann moet of the leaves never grew 
to full size. 
In order to study the nymtitomn more carefully, 15 
northern pin oakp (CuerouR elliuBoldalis Kill) and five 
northern red oaks (Cuercup rubra L,) were selected from 30 
trees dlspl^ylnpr retarded leaf develonment that were seen 
from or near the 3«1 miles of roafi in Pilot Knob State ark. 
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On 17 of the 20 trees the buf's developed In 100 per cent 
of the crovn while in the remalnlner three there wes leaf 
development In only $0 to 60 per cent of the crown (Table 
4), On 10 of the I7 treee with leaf develo-ment in the 
entire crown, all leaves were undersized or dwarfed, while 
in the other seven trees both normcl pnd dwerfert leaves 
were precent. Symptoms on the reterde<i treep with dwarfed 
leaves were designated spring (dwarf-leaf). 
Leaf size on infected trees incrersed from the top 
toward the base of the crown. Some trees had leaver- only 
1 inch long in the top of the crown and although the size 
gradually increased at consecutively lower levels, no full-
sized leaves were observed in the base of the crown (Fiorure 
16). In other cases the leaves rann^d from 1 inch long in 
the top to full size at the brse of the crown (Figure 17). 
In a few instancen no burt development occurred in the very 
toil of the crown but the leaves started developing nt a 
lower level and followed the pattbrn previously described. 
The smaller dwarfed leaves did not become vieibly 
flaccid, but characteristIcally cupped or rolled, turned 
brown, dried and did or did not remain hanging (Figure 15). 
The tips and margins turned yellow to bronze in some 
instances before the leaves dried. The larger leaves rolled, 
cupped or remained essentially flat, turned brown and dried. 
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Table k. The d, b. h., enecies, percentage of crovn with 
leaf development pnd the percentaore of leaves 
dvarfed In 1955 on 20 oake in Pilot Knob State 
^ark, Hancock County, lo^n 
Tree 
no. 
D.j.H. 
(Inches) 
Ececiee Percentage of 
crovn vith leaf 
develovraent 
Percfc-ntace of 
leaves dvarfed 
1-55 7 N. pin 50 65 
2-55 13 N. pin 60 90 
3-55 9 N. r in 100 100 
4-55 8 N. red 50 100 
5-55 16 H. red 100 100 
6-55 6 N. red 100 75 
7-55 14 N. pin 100 100 
8-55 13 ri. "In 100 15 
9-55 14 N. nin 100 75 
10-55 16 u. T)in 100 75 
11-55 12 M. nln 100 90 
13-55 12 N. nin 100 50 
1^-55 22 M. rin 100 70 
15-55 14 N. pin 100 100 
16-55 12 N. nin 100 mo 
17-55 6 N. Din 100 100 
18-55 16 N. red 100 100 
19-55 10 N. red 100 100 
20-55 8 M. nin 100 100 
21-55 15 N. Din 100 75 
Fig. 15. Pvarfed leaveR from dlseaeed northern pin oak 
(oak '''lit tree 15-55). Ripht—tvo herlthy 
northern nln oak leaves, rhotosrraph bjf Dr. . H, 
nrf pronler 
FIQ. 16. Left—branch from healthy northern pin oak 
Center—branch '-'Ith dwarfed leaven from bare of 
crovrn of northern pin oak (oak wilt tree 
15-55) 
Hlr^ht—branch with dwarfed leaves from top of 
crovn of northern t)ln oak (oak wilt tree 
15-55) 
i'hoto vrwDh Dr. W. f. bragoiiler 
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Flp. 17. Northern pin oak 
displayIn^ eprinpr 
(dvarf-leaf) eymptoRe, 
l ay 20, 1955 (ork 
vllt tree 10-55) 
Flp, IB. tioi'th'rrn pin oaJ' 
dlRiilpylns: spring 
(dvarf-leaf) BymptoraB, 
l-^sy 31, 1955 (oak 
vllt tree 10-55) 
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Some wrinkled, turned browt! to P prey-grepn, becnire wat^r-
poaked fippetring and dried. Other? cuuped, turned yellow 
to bronze beginning at the tips and raargine rnd dried. 
The larger leovep fell at ell ptegee of eynptom development. 
Trees tiisplaying f?prinp (dvarf-lerf) Byinptons hsve n 
number of charact^riEticp in common: T^ale green to yeliov-
green foliace; dvarfed leevee mope pronounced i?i the ux^^er 
i^art of the crown than in the Iovrt p^rt; dried CRtkine and 
even acorno or acorn cutdp hanging; and v^irfed leavtF that 
CUD or cui'l, turn brc^n and dry, but never become flaccid. 
The folloving .'.re c&r.e :i5torlef of two treep dlfi)lryins-
Boring (('warf-leef) pyinotomp in 1955* 
Oak vilt tree lO-^*?. Th»! letif buds in th? entire 
crovn of thlr 16-iach d. h. h. northern pin onk rvelled and 
ooened in the -spring, but th" wpjority of th'j leaver never 
arew to normrl size. In the ton nart of the crovn the lenvoe 
were 1 to 2 inches long, in the midfile of the crown fbout 
half-eize and in the brse of the crovn normal K*i?e. On 
Mty 20, 1955» more than f lur weeks aft'ir th»» budy on he. lthy 
treee began to develop, the very email leaven in the top of 
the crown were turning bro^n and drying while the leaves in 
the middle and bane of the crown were still turgiri and not 
dirplaying any diecolorttion (Figure I7), On J-'sy .?3, three 
day- l^-itirr, some of the leave? in th-i tnid le section of the 
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crown were Bhovlng pym-^toniF. iy J'ay 31» moet of the leevee 
In the top hrlf of the crovn vere tro**'n rhcI dry snd the 
majority belov* this vere rhovluc HynTotome slthouTh a few In 
the bare of the cro^n vere Btill green and turgid (Figure 
18). By June 16, exce <t for a few Fcettered onep, 11 the 
leaves vere desd. 
Oak vllt. tree l^-*?^. The budB develo-^eri in the entire 
crovn of t.hir northern pin oak, 1" Incbee d. b. fnd 55 
feet tall, but the leaves did not gri'ov to muc over on^-hslf 
normal Fize (Ficrure 16). Th-^ l enclty of the cro^'n v^p about 
one-third norriKl et itr mof?t advanced stage of uevelonment. 
The tree had n tjfle 're*;n pnpearence from s dlFtance. The 
leaves in the ton of the crovn vere a.proximately 1 to 2 
inches lonsr and in the bare, apnroximately ^ to ^ inches 
long. l^."y ptcminate catklnp, dry acornK anu f-oovn cups vere 
Ftill hanrin? in the crovn on f ry 20, 1955. more thrn four 
wee^H after the trees be an to develop leaver. On Mry 20 
a few of the leaves, mostly in th' lower hrlf of the crovn, 
begin to turn yello'f' on the niflrcrine. On Tay ?3 »o notlcer.ble 
change had occurred, but by ?ay 31 approximately 80 per cent 
of the leaves were cupped, Lrovn and dry. lio wilting leavet, 
tynicftl of those on a tree dyinor later in the summer, were 
observer:. On June 19 '11 the leaven vere dead althnn«h 
many were still attached. 
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Summer (bronze-leaf) gyciPtomB 
Th=» moft obvloup eymptome of oek wilt ap' efir In Iowa 
in early June on the leaves in the outer rerirceter of the 
fully developed crovn, Ths symptome continue to develop 
rrosreRBivsly invard and downward until the entire crown is 
involved, freep Inoculated on one eide of the bole or e 
limb may diPrlry lepf aymptoms firct in the portion of the 
crovn vpfjculprly connectf.'d to the point of inoculation; 
however, the eymptorae quickly Boread throughout the crown. 
Defoliation ueurdly begins poon after fljmptomB ap ear and 
1r complete in three to eight v»e'<e. 
Ths nymotome on the leavep vpry vith th*? time of the 
peason they urs expreseed, Immatur'; lesvep become crrey-
crreen, water-Botked arpeoi'ing, may become cupped, phrlveled, 
tiericcated and fell off. Infected northern pin oak leaves 
become flaccid during the day and recover at night for a 
nerio'! of three to four daye nrior to wilting permanently 
(Struckmeyer ot el. 195^0. Thip probably also occurp in 
other Bpeciee of the red oek groui^. On full-sized immature 
leaves the entlT-*! purface ie affected Fimultaneouely. V.'hen 
the leaves are mature, the dircoloration mcy appear only in 
the marginrl aress (Figure 19). The trrey-trreen, phrlveled, 
vater-Boaked epperrinp leuvea v;ere very prevalent in I'ilot 
Flgr, 19. Summer (brorue-leef) eymotonip on leflvep of red 
oek, nhototrr'by Dr. W, >•, Brfl«7onler 
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Knob State Park during the first month of sunnner (bronze-
lesf) symptom expression In 195^ and vere observed pIfo In 
1953 and 1955. 
Fature leaves shoving eymptoms become discolored In 
the marginal areas, the colors ranging from pale green, tan, 
yellov and oranore to bronze vith the latter being the usual 
color. The discoloration progreeees from the tins and 
margins of th® leaves toward the bases with the points where 
the petioles Join the leaf blades being the last to change 
color (Figure 19). The leaves mpy fall at any stffre of 
symptom development. The tips of the petioles Fometlmes 
turn black. Diurnal drooping and recovering of mature leaves 
for three or four days prior to symptom expresrion has also 
been observed (Struckmeyer et al. 195^). Trees infected 
late in the summer bear considerable resemblance to trees 
with fall coloration and can be detected only with diffi­
culty. The amount of defoliation present on such Infected 
trees is sometimes an IndlcKtion they hive oak wilt. 
No red oaks have ever been known to recover from the 
disease. Th^y usually die the same year they are infected. 
Some diseased trees produce clusters of large, succulent 
leaves in the fall or sprinc which soon wilt and die. Trees 
wilting late In the summer commonly react in this way. 
Living tissue may remain in a tree for several months after 
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vlltlng and defolietion occur, and euroutlng may not take 
piece. A 6-lnch d. b, h. red Ofk, 25 feet tall. Infected 
and completely defoliated late in 195^» still had green wood 
over the entire trunk on July 15. 1955# yet it hnd not 
PT3P0ute'd. 
The root eyeteraR of some infecten treee continue to 
live after the trunks die or after the treec are out. ftum':'8 
Bometimee produce erroute, vhich soon vilt, for eevernl yeare 
following death of the %bove-ground parte. • n July 15i 1955 
PoroutB with typical oek viit oymptorac vere observeri on tvo 
stumcp of vilt-killed red oiks. TME VAR two yeare after 
the treec were cut. The eproutp were one and two years old. 
The foliage cym'^tomB on wilting trees may be accomnanied 
by brown discoloration and streaking in the cambium region 
and outer sapwood (Bretz 1951a; Henry et al. 19^^^). 
In order to determine when symptom development first 
occure on red oaks, an area in F'ilot Knot) State Park was 
pet aside in 1953 and surveyed periodically. The following 
numbers of trees were recorded: 33 on June 26; 19 on July 
16; 12 on July 31; four on August 8; four on August 22; 
three on August 28; and four on September 18. No survey 
woe mude after September 18. These results agree with 
records taken of wilting oaks on field plote in Dolllver 
State Park and McGregor, Iowa in 19^6, where the greatest 
number of newly Infected trees wf.s recorded in June and July 
and o few vere observed In Kay, Augupt and September (la. 
State Coneer. Coram. 19^9). In 19^^?, when the weather wae 
eub-normally co^l and rainy until well Into July, only a 
few trees developed eymptomB by the end of June and the 
peak of wilting was in July (la. State Coneer. Coram. 19^9). 
Symptoroe on Kembere of the "'hite Oak Group 
The pymptoms observed on white ooke nrs different from 
those observed on red oaks in that instead of dyinT in one 
season, the white oake usually show only localized symptoms. 
Additional branches become Infected, and over a period of 
several yearn the trees become stag-headed, weakened and 
eventually are killed. Leaf BymptociB are not necessarily 
present each year on an infected tree. For example, oak 
wilt tree 21-53. a bur ock (Cuprous maorocart>a Hichx.) at 
Pilot Knob State Park, hr.d hnd oak wilt at least nlnce 19^7 
when positive ieolatione were nade. This tree displayed 
localized syinptome in 1953 195^. The localized in­
fections have been killinR- the limba gradually with the 
result thet the tree is now stag-headed (Figure 20), Wost 
of the infected bur oaks observed during the past three 
years were stag-headed and did not die In one year. Each 
Fig. 20. Stag-headed bur oak (oek wilt tree 21-53) 
known to have had oak wilt ap early as 19'*7» 
Pilot Knob State ark, Hanoook County, lo'i^ a, 
photograph by Dr. W. H. Bragonler, July 11, 
1955 
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year, hovever, some bur oekE were observed that died In one 
season. For example, an 8-lnch d. b, h. bur oek, feet 
tall, vas Inoculated on Hay 20, 1953; within three weeks 
symptoms were evident nnd within six weeks the entire crown 
was wilted. By late summer the tree WRB dead. During the 
summer of 195^^ the crowns of two naturally Infected bur 
oakc, oak vllt trees 10 2-5^ snd 103-5^, 10 inchee end 11 
inches d. b, h., wilted completely and died, Mpy 31» 1955i 
p. 7-lnch ri. b. h. bur oak, oak wilt tree 12-55» was observed 
on which all the leaves in the entire crown were flaccid but 
not discolored. The tree was very prominent among the other 
trees because of its droopinp: leaves. The oak wilt fungus 
wac eosily isoleted from the limbs at this time. Although 
no leaf discoloretlon was present May 31f days later the 
leaves were discolored over the entire crown. Leaves were 
tan to grey-green in color, water-soaked apoearinp, wrinkled, 
cupped and dryinp. On some leaves the discoloration vas 
present on the tips and marginal areas only, while on others 
it was present over the whole blade. 
The leaf discoloration on oak vilt tree 12-55. the bur 
oek viiting in 1955# 1® typical of that present on new 
leaves not fully mature and hai'denef). Latei- in the season 
when the leaves are mature, a yellow to uronze color usually 
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begins at the tips and marglnp and advances tovrsrd the bases 
of the leaves (Figure 21), 
Influence of Temperature on Fungous Mat and Pac Formation 
Oak wilt fungous mats and pads formed on all 11 logs 
stored at ^3° K., 55° F., and 6*?® F. but not on the six logs 
stored at 90° F, Mats and pads developed on all the control 
loge left in th*; voods. The structuree formed were large 
enough to crack the bprk on all the logs (Table 5a). 
Kxnerlment k 
Sixty-eight mate and pads, an average of 17 pT log and 
1,62 per squf-re foot of surface area, formed on the four logs 
stored at 43® F, Ninety-six mats and pads developed on the 
controls in the woods, an average of 19.2 per log and 1,80 per 
square foot oi' surface area (Tables 5^ , 5^ ), 
Twenty-eight crftcke, an average of seven per log nnd 0,67 
per pquare foot of surfpoe area, formed on the logs stored at 
43O Forty-eight orackr,, an avei'age of 9.6 per log and 0,90 
per square foot, formed on the outdoor controlB, Barn cracks 
develored on 41,per cent of the mats and pads formed at ^3° F, 
and on $0 ner cent of the mate anO pads on th? out(!oor controls 
(Tables 5^ 1 5^ )* 
Experiment 5 
The results on thlp experiment were eppeclally intereptlng 
Fig, 21, Oak vllt Bymptome on bur oak leaves, photoffraph 
by Dr. v;, F. Bragonler 
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Table 5b« Occuri^nce of mate and pads tnd barK cracke on logB treated at four 
temperetures, 1955 
Storage Ko. D.B.H, Relative Totr-l number Av. no, of mats Bark cracks 
temp, of humidity of 5 foot logs and pads per log 
(r/.nge) trees range Treat- Field Treft- Field Treat- Field 
ment controls ment controls ment controls 
43° F. 2 10,  9  51-68 h 5 17.0 19.2 7.0 9.6 
55° F. 2 B. 10 4ii-49 3 3 12.7 11.0 2.3 .^3 
(500-58°) 
69*^  F, 2 12, 9 31-52 4° 4® 13,3 14,8 6,3 8,3 
(600-77°) 
90° F. 2 14, 15 24-27 6 5 0 11,0 0 3.6 
(890-93°) 
^Includes matp and pade and m&tless pads, 
^All experimental loge etored at i^mee, lowp, and fall control logB left at 
Pilot Knob State Perk, Hancock County, love. 
®Two were 4 foot logs. 
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Table 5b. Occurrence of raatp and nnde® and bark crncVB on 
logB" treated at four temperatures, 1955 
Storage Mats and pads C-racks per Percentege of 
temp. per square foot square foot mats and nade 
Stored Outdoor E'tored Outdoor 
(range) jnaoopg controls Indoors controls bark cracks 
Stored Outdoor 
Indoors controls 
^^ 3° F. 1.62 1.80 0.67 0.90 ifl.ifr 50.0 
(40^ -^ 6°) 
55° F. 1.21 0.95 0.22 0.37 18.2 38.9 
(50°-58°) 
69° F. I.:'? 1.35 0.60 0.75 7^.2 55.6 
(60O-77O) 
90° F. 0 0.64 0 0.21 0 32.8 
(89°-93°) 
a 
Includes mat and pads and matlens pads. 
^All experlraentnl logs stored at Amas, Iowa and all control 
logs left at Pilot Knob State ?ark, Hancock County, Iowa. 
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as a greater number of mate and pads formed at 55° than 
on the field oontrole, while more bark crackB vere present 
on the controls than on the treatments. 
Thirty-eight mate and pads formed at 55° F,, an average 
of 12,7 per log and 1,21 per square foot. This vas five more 
than on the oontrolp, which averaged 11,0 per log and 0,95 
per square foot. Seven bark cracks, an average of 2,3 per 
log and 0,22 per square foot, developed at 55° compared 
to 13 on the controlp, an average of ^ ,3 per log end 0,37 
per square foot. Bark orackR were present on 18,2 per cent 
of the mats and pade developed on the treatmentp and on 
38,9 per cent of the mats and pads on the control logs 
(Tables 5®* 5b). 
Experiment 6 
The number of mats and pads vas slightly higher on the 
controls than at 69° F, Fifty-three mats and pads were 
counted on the logs at 69° F., as compared to 59 on the 
outdoor controls. The mats and pads averaged 13.3 and 1^,8 
per log and 1,27 and 1,35 per square foot for treatment and 
control, respectively (Tables 5a» 5b). 
Twenty-five bark cracks, an average of 6.3 pei* IOT and 
0,60 per square foot, were on the logs stored at 69° F. com­
pared to 33 bark cracks, an average of 8.3 per log and 
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0.75 per square foot, on the controls. Bark cracks developed 
over 'i7»2 per cent of the mats and pads formed on the lops 
stored at 69° F. and ove^ 55.6 per cent of the mats and pads 
on the field controls (Tables 5a, 5b). 
Experiment 7 
There wap no fungus development on the six logs stored 
at 90° F,, while 55 mats and pads developed on the logs in 
the voods. The controls had an average of 11 mats and pads 
per log, 0,6^ per square foot. Eighteen bark cracks were 
counted, an average of 3,6 per log end 0,6^ per square foot. 
Bark cracks were present over 32.8 per oent of the mats end 
pads (Tables 5a, 5t}. 
Squirrels as Potential Vectors of 
Endoconidiophora fagacearum 
The oak wilt funa-uB was cultured from both the mouth 
and the stomach of the female gray squirrel observed May 6, 
1955 feeding on a nerithecia-bearing fungous mat and pad 
(Figures 22, 23). Four Petri plates made from direct mouth 
smears or mouth swabs, one from the first dilution of blood 
taken from the mouth and one from the second dilution from 
Fl{}. 22, SxDoeed perlthecia-bearln'5 Tiat p.ncl pad on which 
grey squirril vas observed feeding on Hay 6, 
1955» photo/rraph by Lou Facto 
Fig, 23. Gray sculrrel and the excosed perltheola-bearlng 
mat and pad on wldoh It WRB obaerved feeding on 
May 6, 1955» photonraph by Lou Facto 
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stomach contentE yielded Endoconldlophora fs;acearuni» Two 
per cent potato dextrose aprar vae used In all cas'^e where 
poeltlve l.qolatlons were obtained, vith the exception of the 
Btoinach isolatione, where 2 per cent vater pgar was ueed. 
A high frequency of squirrel feedine: ves obs-rved on 
wilt-killed mat- and pHil-bearin't trees in I'ilot Knob State 
Park in 1952, 1953 and 195^ (Table 6), he^vy f«erilnp 
on individual treee wae also observed. For example, one 
12-lnoh northern pin oak (ork vilt tree mlp. 7-5.3) "ae ob­
served to have 108 spots where rodents, presuraebly squirrels, 
had gnawed, Eighty-four of the wounds were ciefinitely 
associated with mate and pads. The additional 2^^ could not 
be definitely asFOcinted with the funorouB structures as 
they were on small limbs which were deteriorating badly at 
the time of inspection. However, it is nrobably safe to 
assume these bark wounds were mate and pads ns only 
two of thousands of woundn obB'?rved the pant three yearrr on 
wilt-killed oaks were definitely not aopouiat-d vith a mat 
and pad. 
Squirrel wounds in the bark over mats and pads usually 
are less than 3 inches long and 1 1/2 inches wide, oval in 
shape, Jagged, have plantina sides and bear teeth marks 
(Figures 22, 2^, 25, 26). In extreme cases bark may be 
ripped from trees for r length of 12 inches or more. 
Fig, 24. Fqulrrel vounriP In bark over mnte end Tmds on 
bur oak, 195^i photocrarh by Dr. H, H, tirngonler 
Fig. 25. Squirrel wound In bark over mat and pad on bur 
oak, 1954, photoaraph by Dr. W. H. Bragonler 

Fig» 26. Comparison of wounds mfide by squirrel (top) 
Piid voodpecker (bottom) vhlle feedinp on mats 
end DEdp, 1955i photoaraph by Dr. W, H, 
rrsgonler 
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Table 6« Frequenc; of squirrel feedina on Ofk vnt fungous 
mate and pads on vilt-killed oake, Pilot Knob and 
Dolliver State pprks, lova 
Year rlace Number of oaks 
with mats 
and pads 
Number of oaks 
with squirrel 
feeding on mats 
and pads 
1952 Pilot Knob State Park 31 22 
1953 Pilot Knob State Park l^^5^ 13^® 
1953 Dolliver State Park 18 1 
195^ .'ilot Knob State Park 
b 
23 21® 
195^ Dolliver State : ark 20 0 
0 
Inoludee one bur oak. 
^Includes tvo bur oake. 
Woodoecker wnunde also are found in the bark over mate and 
padfi but are emaller, rarely exoeedintr 1 inch in length and 
l/'^-inoh to 1/2-lnch in width. The sidee of the vounde are 
vertical an<i flmooth (Figure 26). 
Exceptionally heavy Bcuirrel fe'^riing on matn and pade 
wae observer] in 1952, 1953 and 195^^ in Pilot Knob State Hark 
compared to only one squirrel vound observed in the bark 
over II mat and p/d in a peidod of two years in Dolliver 
te Park (Table 6). 
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In Pilot Knob State Park, squirrel feeding on mats 
and pads was observed on 22 of 31 trees In 1952, 13^ of 1^5 
trees In 1953 and 21 of 23 trees In 195^, or on 89 per cent 
of trees recorded. In Dolllver State Park, squirrel feeding 
on mats and pads wae observed on one of 18 trees recorded 
In 1953 and on none of 20 trees In 195^, or on less than 3 
per cent of trees recorded (Table 6). 
Control of Fungous Hat and Pad Formation 
Experiment 8 
Part 1, The ten red oak control trees that had In­
cipient wilt prior to July 1 formed more than 25 mats and 
pads each, and bark cracks were present over the mats and 
pads on each tree. Mats and pads developed large enough 
to cause bark cracks on four treee In the fall, one tree In 
the spring and five trees In both the fall and the spring. 
Many small mats and pads and matless pads not exposed by 
bark cracks were also present on each of the trees (Table 
7a). 
Part 2. Seven of the ten red oak control trees In a 
condition to form mate and pads that developed Incipient 
wilt after July 1 formei' more than 25 mate and pads each, 
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Table 7a. Oak wilt fungous growth on infected red oak 
control trees , Pilot Knob Stete Perk, Hancock 
County, love, 195^ (EXP rlment 8, Part 1) 
Oak Species C.B.K, Wilting 
vilt before 
tree 
no. 
Katfi ond pads Smt11 matB and 
exposed by radr and mat-
bark cracks lees pade not 
exposed by 
Fall fprlnp bark cracks 
ti. pin 1^ + July 1 25+ 10 25f 
15-5^ K. red 14 July 1 17 0 25t-
16-5^  N. pin 15 July 1 5 0 2^ 
51-5^  N. pin lii July 1 25+ 12 25t 
52-5^  n. pin 11 July 1 2 5^+ — 
53-5^  N. pin 12 July 1 i5-f 0 — 
N. red 14 July 1 13 0 251-
55-5^ N. red 22 July 1 2 2 25f 
56-5^ K. red 17 July 1 Grften^ 25+ — 
5n-5^ M. pin 11 July 1 6 25-t- --
®LaBt exainineiJ June 11, 1955» 
^Not ready to form mats and pads. 
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and bark cracks were present on each of the seven trees. 
No mats end podp large enough to cause bark cracks vere 
formed only in the fall; however, mats and pads of suf­
ficient size to cause bark crack? vere formed on five trees 
In the cprlnff and tvo treef In both the fall and the spring. 
Numerous small mats and pads and matlesp pjidp vere present 
on epch of the seven trees found in a condition suitable 
for form*tIon of the renroductlve structuref (Table 7^)* 
Bark and vood of three trees were still too "green" 
for mpt f^nd pad formation vhen they were last examined 
June 11 (Table 7b). 
Exreriment 9 
Ptirt 1. Seven of the ten red oakp with incipient vHt 
prior to July 1 end frilled to a height of 5 feet July 12 
pansed through the mat- and pad- formlnrr stage and exhibited 
no signs of oak wilt fungous growth. Thi^ee of th** trees 
formed mats and pads over which bark cracks dev*^lopea. In 
th'=' ftill oak wilt tree 13-5^^ had more than 25 bark crocka 
above the frill anr ork wilt tree 12-5^1 had four, alpo above 
the frill; no fungous development wae observer) on these two 
trees in the spring, A third tree, oak wilt tree 5^-5^j 
had seven mats and pads over which bark cracks developed 
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Table 7b» Oak vllt 
F 
fungous provth on Infected red oak control 
r.tf.te rf-rV, Hrncock (otuitj , lova, treee', rilot Knol 
195^ (?.xperlnient R, Tort 2) 
Oak 
wilt 
tree 
no. 
f."reclee D.E.K. •lltlng 
after 
Mate and pane 
exposed by 
bark cracke 
Ft.ll -prinp 
mall matp and 
DF.de end mat-
leBB ppdF not 
exroeed by 
bark oreeke 
Rl-5^ f'-i • red 10 July Creen^ careen Green 
82-5^ »J • red 11 Jul> Green 4 25+ 
83-5^^ red 10 July 3 25f 
04-54 H. pin 13 July 254- 25+ 
85-54 u. red 13 July Green 7 25+ 
86-54 • reo 11 July C-reen Green ^rreen 
87-54 N. red 20 'uly Oreen 25+ 25+ 
88-54 N. rdd 13 July Green 25+ 25+ 
89-54 N. pin 10 July Qreen 25+ 
— 
90-54 '' • pin 6 July Green Green Green 
"Last examined June 11, 1955' 
^Oreen Indicates no^: ready to form mats and pads. 
In the fall and ten In the Bprln,<?, ell above the frill. 
Oalc wilt funarouB srrowth vae not observer^ In the frilled areas 
on any of the ten trees (Table 8a). 
Part 2. Only one of the ten frilled red oake develo ing 
Incipient wilt afte^ July 1 and treated Auguet l'^ was devoid 
of rny vlnlble oak wilt funffoup trrovth. Seven formed mats 
and rads large enough to crack the bark. In the fall two 
treee formed mate and pado with bark eraeke: oak wilt tree 
76-5^^ former! four and oak vilt tree 80-5^ only one. In the 
Bnrinnr five different treep formed mata and rada with bark 
oraoks: oak wilt tree 71-5^S oore than 25; oak wilt tree 
75-5^» 12; oak vHt tree 77^5^» four; oak wilt tree 78-5^, 
one; and oak wilt trei* 79-5^^, 12. Eight trees had smpll 
mata and pads and matleea pads not exposed by bark cracks. 
The number of euch repj'oductive struotio^es ranged from one 
to more than «?5 oer tree. Ho signs of fungous growth were 
observed in the frilled areas (Table 8b). 
Experiment 10 
Part 1. No niirn of osk wilt fungoue o-rovth v p .p  ob­
served above the dry girdle on any of the ten trees with 
incipient '-'Ht prior to July 1 and treated July 12. On 
the bole below the girdlee, however, 20 of the fungous 
Table 8a. Oak wilt fungous growth on infected red oake^ frilled on July 12, 1954, 
Pilot Knob State Park, Hancock County, Iowa (Experiment 9, Part 1) 
Oak Species D.B.H. ilting Height Kats and pads exposed Small mats and 
wilt before frilled by bark cracke pads and matlese 
tree in Fall Spring pads not exposed 
no. inches by bark cracks 
In Above In Above • 
frill frill frill frill I" Above 
frill frill 
12-54 N. pin 8 July 1 60 0 4 0 0 0 0 
13-54 N. pin 15 July 1 54 0 25i- 0 0 0 -
18-54 N. pin 16 July 1 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19-54 H. pin 14 July 1 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 
34-54 K. pin 11 July 1 59 0 0 0 0 0 0 
40-53 H. pin 9 July 1 66 0 0 0 0 0 0 
46-54 N. red 17 July 1 66 0 0 0 0 0 0 
47-54 N» pin 8 July 1 59 0 0 0 0 0 0 
48-54 pin 9 July 1 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 
50-54 a. pin 12 July 1 72 0 7 0 10 0 — 
^Last examined June 11, 1955« 
Table 8b. Oek vllt fungouc growth on Infected red oaks^ frilled on August l4, 
195^, Pilot Knob State Park, Hancock County, lova (Experiment 9$ Part 2) 
Oak SoecieB 
wilt 
tree 
no. 
D.i.H. .'lltlng 
after 
Height 
frilled 
In 
Inches 
Mate and pads exposed 
by bark cracks 
Fall 
In Above 
frill frill 
Spring 
In i^.bove 
frill frill 
Small mate and 
padE and matlesB 
pads not exposed 
by bark cracks 
In 
frill 
Above 
frill 
71-5^ N. red 18 July 1 63 0 Green^ 0 25f 0 — 
72-54 V pin 10 July 1 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 
73-54 H. red 12 July 1 7? 0 0 0 0 0 1 
74-54 N. pin 11 July 1 66 0 0 0 0 0 4 
75-5^ N. pin 14 July 1 69 0 Ore en 0 12 0 — 
76-5^ N. red 7 July 1 66 0 4 0 0 0 0 
77-54 N. pin 1' July 1 66 0 Green 0 4 0 25+ 
78-5^ N. red IS July 1 66 0 Green 0 1 0 12 
79-5^ K. pin 14 July 1 72 0 Green 0 12 0 25 
80-54 N. red 11 July 1 60 0 1 0 0 0 6 
®La6t examined June 11, 1955-
^Oreen Indicates not ready to form mate and pads 
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Btructuree were observed on five of the treee. Thirteen 
were sniRll m? tlesp padp, six vere email matf? and pade and 
one vap r mat and "ad over vhlch e bark crack formed 
(Table 9ft). 
Part 2. No sign of ork wilt fungous growth WEB observed 
on four of the trees girdled August 21, three of which de­
veloped Incipient wilt prior to July 1 end one after July 1. 
Hats anfl pads on the bole above the dry girdle developed 
large enough to crack the bark on only four trees In the 
fall. Kore than 25 developed on oak wilt trees 5-5^ and 
6-5^, six on oak wilt tree 7-5^ and two on o/k wilt tree 
70-5^. In the snrlno-, more than 25 mate and nads on the 
bole above the dry girdle developed large enough to crack 
the bark on two trees, oak wilt treee 5-5'+ and 92-5^. Kats 
and pads locate-:! on the bole below the dry girdle developed 
large enough to crack the berk on three treec In the frll 
and three treee In the sprlnff. Small mats and pads and 
matless pads with no bark cracks were observed on six of 
the trees (Table 9b), 
Experiment 11 
Part 1. No sign of oak wilt fungous growth war ob­
served above the girdles tainted with ^ 0 per cent Rodlum 
Table 96. OsV vilt fungoun ^ovth on Infected red oeke^ isrlrdled on July 12, 195^, 
i'llot Knob State i f^rk, Hancock County, Iowa (Experiment 10, Pert 1) 
Oak 
wilt 
tree 
no. 
Sreciee D.B.H. "ilt-
ing 
before 
Height 
to 
girdle 
In 
Inches 
Mate and pads exposed 
by bark cracks 
Fall Spring 
Balov Above 
girdle girdle 
Below Above 
girdle girdle 
Small mats and 
•ade and mat-
leKS pads not 
exposed by 
bark cracks 
Belo*-' 
ffirdle 
Above 
girdle 
1-5^ t i .  nin lU  July 1 48 0 0 n 0 0 0 
20-5^ N. pin 11 July 1 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21-5^ N. pin 13 July 1 47 0 0 0 p 0 0 
22-5^ N. pin 9 July 1 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23-5^ K\  • * • red 9 July 1 47 0 a 0 0 0 0 
2^-5^ N. red 12 July 1 42 n o A r>  3 
33-5^ N. red 13 July 1 42 0 0 0 0 5 0 
43-5U K. pin 9 July 1 52 0 0 0 0 5 0 
N. pin 9 J'.jly 1 48 0 0 1 0 2 0 
45-5i+ N. pin 9 July 1 47 0 0 0 0 4 0 
®LfcBt examinee June 11, 1955 
Teble 9b. Ock vllt fun^oue prowth on Infected red oaks® girdled on Aupuet 21. 195^, 
'•'llot. Knob Stete .'frk, Hancock County, Io*-'8 (iXPTrlment 10, Part 2) 
Oak Species D.ii.H. Wilting Height 
vllt before to 
tree or clrdle 
no. after In 
July 1 Inches 
i r-tf! and pads exposed 
b> bfir'-i crackB 
Fall 'prlng 
Below Above b^lov Above 
fjli'fUe prlrdle elrdle girdle 
i?m.-.ll raati and 
padB and mtt-
less pads not 
exnoRed by 
bark cracks 
Below 
R'lrdle 
Above 
p^lrdle 
91-5^ K. red 5 Aft^r V; 0 0 0 0 0 0 
91-5^ i<. red 8 After 51 0 Oreen^ 2 25+ 2 -
5-5^  li. red 18 Before 5^ ' 11 254- 8 254- - -
6- 5^ K. pin 12 Before 48 3 25+ 4 0 19 -
7-54 !J. red 5 Before 46 1 6 0 0 3 0 
66-5^ + N. pin 8 Sefore 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 
57-5^ U.  red 8 Before 51 0 0 0 0 0 1 
68-5^ t i .  pin 8 Before 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 
69-5^ N. red 12 Before 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 
70-5^ N. rln 10 Before 50 0 2 0 0 5 0 
p 
Lapt examine June 11, 1955* 
^Not ready to form mate and pads. 
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areenlte on seven trees with incipient vilt prior to July 1. 
On the remaining three treee, Of.k vilt tree 29-5^ had one 
mat end pad aeeociated vith a bark crack and one without, 
oak wilt tree 31-5^ had two matR and padp with bark cracks 
end oak wilt tree 32-5^ had one met and pad without e bark 
crack. On the bole belov the girdles, three trees had a 
total of four matE and padp exrjosed by bark cracke; nine 
trees had small mats and pads and matlese pads not exposed 
by bark cracks (Table 10a), 
art 2. No mat I? and parts Icra-e enouch to crpck the 
bark above the girdles painted with Uo tier cent sodium 
areenlte were observed on two of the treee in the fall and 
eiorht in the Rprinir, Mumerous matf and oadu with bark cracks 
were present above the girdles in the fall but In the spring 
only three developed on oak wilt tree I 157-5^ and four on 
I 163-5^. fatp and padc with bark cracks were observed 
below the Jiirdles on only one tree in the fall and three 
treef in the Fprlnar. Kf.ts and pads and matlecs pads not 
associated with bark cracks were observed on four of the 
trees above the irlrdlef: arid eight below the girdles (Table 
10b). 
Table lOe. Csk wilt fungour <rrovth on Infected red oake^ glrdlea and painted with 
^0 per cent sodium r-reenlte on July 12, 195^, Pilot Knob State P&rk, 
Hancock County, lows (Experiment 11, Pert 1) 
Oak 
wilt 
tree 
no. 
Species D.E.H. ' llt-
Ing 
before 
Height 
to 
girdle 
In 
Inches 
Kate and padB exposed 
by bark cracks 
Fall Spring 
Below /-.bove 
girdle girdle 
Below Above 
girdle girdle 
Bra&ll mats end 
padB end mat-
lees pads not 
exposed by 
bark cracks 
fielow 
girdle 
Above 
girdle 
25-5^ N. pin 11 July 1 45 0 0 0 0 3 0 
26-5^ K. red 12 July 1 Uo 0 n 0 0 7 0 
27-5^ N. red 12 July 1 U2 0 0 0 0 7 0 
28-5^ N. red 7 July 1 40 0 0 0 0 1 0 
29-5^ N. red 10 July 1 41 0 1 2 0 4 1 
30-5^ H. r)ln 13 July 1 30 0 0 0 0 1 0 
31-5^ N. red 6 July 1 42 2 0 0 1 0 
32-5U N. nln 6 July 1 43 1 0 0 0 0 1 
41-5^^ N. pin 12 July 1 34 0 0 0 0 • 2 0 
42-5^^ N. red 9 July 1 42 1 0 0 0 15 0 
^Laet examined June 11, 1955. 
Table 10b. Osk vllt funp-ouE sro'^th on Infectea red oaJca*^ glr-'led and painted with 
^'0 T?er cent eodiuai orsenlte on Au^ruet 1^, 195^^, 'Hot Knob State Park, 
Hancock County, Iowa (Experiment 11, Part 2) 
Onk 
wilt 
tree 
no. 
Sr.ecles D.E.H, V.'iltlng 
before 
or 
after 
July 1 
Katf £n<} pedB expoeeu 
by bark cracks 
Height 
to 
plrdle 
In 
Inches Eelow Above Below i-.bove 
f?lrdle clrdle p-lrdle c-lrdle 
Fall Spring 
r^mall mate and 
pcdK an'J mpt-
lees pade not 
exooeed by 
bark cracks 
Below Above 
plrdle B-lrdle 
I 1^ 7-5'* red 6 After 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I l'i8-5^  N. ; In 7 ITt^r 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 156-5^  « * • red 6 After 46 0 13 3 0 13 10 
I 157-5^  '*• red 7 i.fter 48 0 24 0 3 6 0 
I 1G9-5^ I.. red a After 38 0 10 0 0 8 0 
I 155-5^ M. pin 13 Before 42 0 25+ 0 0 6 0 
I 158-5^  ^ • red 11 Before 52 0 20 0 0 8 0 
I 163-5'^  i:. pin 13 Before 48 0 25+ 2 L 25+ — 
I 164-5*^  W. -in 1" Before 46 2 4 0 n 10 25 
I 16 5-5-'^  pin o Befoire 53 0 5 1 0 17 25+ 
®L&Bt examined .Tune 11, 1955. 
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gxperlment 12 
Part 1. Mate end parte Inrpe enough to cause the bark 
to crack occurred above the area oelnted vlth per cent 
sodium arsenlte on only three of the treep in the fall and 
one in the Rprlnp, althouffh mat pnd t»ad iro'-'th vrp observed 
on nine of the ten trees. In the fall two mats and pads 
p.FPOcisted vlth bark cracks were on oak ^ •'ilt tree "35-5^# 
six on o^'k wilt tree 30-5'^» 12 on oak wilt tree Gl-5^, and 
in the prrln<T, ten on o«k vilt tree 62-5'*^. In the painted 
ares mate and tjads exposed by bark cracke were present on 
five treee In the fnll and on one in R-rln!^; not more 
than four were observed on any tree. Funious structures 
not exposed by bark cracks were pres'^nt above the painted 
arer on only one tree, but were present In the painted 
arep on seven trees (Table 11). 
Table 11. Oek vllt funi?oue grovth on lnfect~(' red oeks*'' nalnten with '•O per cent 
sodium areenite on July 12, 19 5^  ^t Pilot Knob State Perk, Hancock County, 
Iov£ (Sxperinient 12, Part 1) 
Oak Species D. J.H. '"ilt- Height 
vllt ing painted 
tree before In 
no. inches 
Kfatc and pade exnoeed 
by bark crr^cks 
Fall Spring 
Smrll mate and 
Tiadfc and mat-
less pads not 
ex osed by 
bark cracks In Above In Above 
DP-inted painted rainted tainted — Ahove 
area area area area painted 
area area 
35-5^  N. pin 7 July 1 6k 0 2 0 0 0 0 
36-5^  ^ N. pin 6 July X 5^ 2 0 0 0 0 0 
37-5^  ^ N. pin 9 July 1 9* 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3^ -'-5^  K. recL 8 July 1 60 U (i •) '•) h 0 
39-5^  N. red 7 July 1 60 2 0 0 0 1 0 
59-5^  n. pin 5 July 1 5^ 0 0 0 0 2 0 
60-5^ lu rin 8 July 1 66 2 0 0 0 h 0 
61-5^  N. pin 5 July 1 60 12 0 0 k 0 
6k-5^- -N. red 10 J lily 1 60 r\ n 3 1 • - 25+ 
63-5^ N. I; in 7 July 1 5^ 0 0 0 6 0 
^Last examined June 11, 1955. 
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DISCUSSION 
Inoculntlone 
The results obtrlnen from the Inoculation exnerlmente 
llluBtrated three thln<?p: funcrouR mat and pad material 
devoid of perlthecla IB a r>oor source of Inoculum; periods 
exiet durlncr the year when trees are more esaily Infected 
than pt other times; and apcosnoree constitute an effective 
inoculum. 
>'hy fungoup matf? anc? padp devoid of perlthecla vere 
KUch poor Inoculum IF difficult to understand and explain. 
These fungous structures in goo<i physical condition contain 
conidla, pad cells and mycelium, all of which are ca able 
of Qrowth (Curl 195^) and can Induce infection in healthy 
oakc (Steeeel and luclcerman 19531 I^uckermj.n and Curl 1953). 
i resumabli if one hue a suitable infection court, a bus-
ceotibl- host, a virulent pathoaren and proper environmental 
conditione infection should occur. The Infection court was 
suitable, as evidenced by trees becomincr Infected in 
Experiment 2 where a Bimll?r infection court vie used; the 
hosts were suacentible; the inoculum wee viable and patho-
,7enic; possibly the nroper environmental conditions wer-^ 
not present. No loalcsl explanation can be triven why at 
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leapt eome of the trees did not become infected, especially 
when fresh, nevly produced inoculum was applied to the 
wounds. 
Of interest is the fact that on Key 20, 195^ four red 
oakp were inoculrtert during the period of rapid pprino-
growth in a raannsr identical with the experiment being dis­
cussed, except that 1 to 2 ml. of sterile distilled water 
were sprinkled over the inoculum and infection court. All 
four of there tree? dip'nlRyed typical oak wilt syraptomB and 
died. It seems doubtful that 1 to 2 ml, of sterile distilled 
water could account for the difference in resultr. OE the 
infection court, or wound, is norm-lly raoist, eRnecially 
vhen it if! nriled shut. These results tend to confuse the 
picture more and still leave one without an answer to the 
problem. However, the positive results on May 20, 195^  
demonstrated that healthy oakp can become infected when 
inoculr.ted with funcou* mat anri pad material. 
The results from Experiment 2 involvinf? 12 plots of 
trees inoculated monthly with laboratory cultures are 
especially interest in"!, rs trees became Infected on only 
five plots established on consecutive dutee between Anril 
25 and /.upust 28 (Table 2), The big difference that 
apparently existed between the times infection did and did 
not take plcce wrs tr"e phypiologicf-l activity of the hoet. 
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Treee on cll four plots treated wit* Inoculum contplnlng 
aecosporee developed oak wilt Bymptome. On the two plots 
In whloh "aecospore-droplete" were used for inoculum, 12 of 
13 trees wilted and died. Only half of the tre^ip wilted 
on each of the two plote inoculcted "^ith mat snd pad material 
oontaininfr aecoBDores (Table 3). Ti is emaller percentage 
of infection may be an indication that the preeence of 
fungous met end t>ad mRt<>rijl may Introduce porae fr.ctor not 
fevorinc infection, such as RM overabundance of contpminptinfr 
organisms which miRht reduce the effectivenere of the 
Inoculum. 
An 8-lnch bur oak, ^ 0 feet tall, was included with the 
n ine trees inoculat d with "aecoepore-dropletp" hiay 2G, 
1953* SymotomK were extireseed in the top of the crown in 
three veekr. Th'S tree defoliated and died as rapidly as 
the red oake. It produced n few rreen trunk sproutp In the 
fall find numerour mntf? and pade In the pprlncr, Fome of vhlch 
caused cracks in the bark. 
The controls remained healthy on these plots. 
Symptoms 
The Buinm-r (Vjronre-leaf) eymptoms on red oaks have been 
dlfcuesed more or lepn in detail, but a search of the 
literature indicated the spring (dwerf-leaf) eymptomF on 
red oake had not been described previously. Several "hinte 
however, fre present in the literature which indicate these 
eymptonip mey have been cursorily observed, as in the early 
investigetions by this writer, but were passed over without 
havint? much siffnificance attached to them. For example, 
Dietz pnd Young (1948, r. 7) say, "When trecR fire infected 
late in the fall, leaf development is retarded the followinfr 
sprinfT pnd only p fev scattered small leaves appear on the 
tree." They may have seen the c ring (dwarf-leaf) symntoms. 
In 17 of the 20 trees studied in the snrine- of 1955F all the 
buds developed in th^e crownr and many smpll leaves were 
produced. In three of the 20 trees stuciied, however, the 
syinptome developed either on a large limb or in a section 
of the crown while in the remainder of the crown no leaf 
development occurred, Bretz (1951^) indicates that when 
infection takes place J.ate in the crowing season, the 
diseased tree may survive the winter and produce "sparse 
and dwarfed foliage" that soon develops typical symptoms. 
These symptoms, as in the other case mentioned, resemble 
but are not identical to the spring (dwarf-lerf) symptoms, 
Tre^s wilting in May have alpo been observed (Henry et f.l, 
1944; le. State Conssr, Comm. 1949). From observations 
made in Iowa during the past three yeare, summer (bronze-
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leaf) eymptoniH usually start In th° eerly prrt of June. 
It appears likely that at lea«=t pome of the treep seen 
vl l t lnp in May could have had enrlnq'  (dvsrf- lepf)  BymDtoroe. 
Theee report? tend to substantiate the Idea that trees dlr-
pleylnc epring (dwarf-leaf) Bymntome may have been seen on 
previous occaFions but vere never carefully scrutinized, 
possibly because the Bunmer (bronze-leaf) eyraptomF had been 
described and the proapect of enothsr set of pyim'tome seemed 
remote; alro, trees displaying sprinp (dvarf-leaf) pymptoms 
mny be overlooked easily or at a glance may be considered 
summer (bronze-leaf) eyprtoms. Th« author observed possibly 
less than a half-dozen of these tre^fi early in 1955» 
vhen a careful roadside survey (3.1 miles) w?s made through 
Pilot Knot State '.'ark 30 trees were founJ, Forae of which 
had been overlooked previously by several oak 'kfHt workers. 
The results from Inoculation experiments Indicated the 
summer (bronze-leaf) Bymr>tome occurred usually during the 
seaeon wh*jn trees were inoculated. In som*' Instanuep, how­
ever, trees inoculated one season had summrr (ironze-lerf) 
symptoms late that season, then acain displayed them the 
following year. For example, a 10-inch d. b. h. northern 
pin oak with at least the top half of the crown broken out 
was showin? typical oak wilt symotoms Irte in the suinm-r 
of 195^. The follox^ring pprina the tree fgain produced a 
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crown of full-sized leaves, wilted, then finally died. Other 
Elmilar caees were obeerved as well EB inctancee where trees 
Infect-^d in one yecr produced dwarfed leaves the next. In 
spite of these exceptions, it is safe to eay that at least 
the majority of the trees with summer (bronze-leaf) symptome 
ere inoculated during the same year they express symptoms. 
It is very probable that the spring (dwarf-leaf) 
symptoms are the result of early sprina infection. Becknan 
et al» (1953) conducted an experiment studying vascular 
plunrfTing- in healthy and inoculated northern v>in oaks. Trees 
were defoliated one, two end three weeks followinc: inocula­
tion, Beckman ejt al. (1953) found that buds on manually 
defoliated, uninoculr.ted trees, as well as trees manually 
defoliated and inoculated with the oak wilt fungus, swelled 
in two to three weeks followinar defoliation. Leaf develop­
ment on inoculetftd trees became retarded after bud-break. 
The leaves usually withered from one to two weeks following 
bud-break. "The expanded buds withered at amroximptely the 
same etatre of development whether the tre«^s were defoliated 
at the time of inoculation or three weeks after inoculation 
when wilt symptoms were already apparent." (Beckman et al. 
1953» p. ^51). Leaf development on uninoculated trees was 
complete in five to six weeks. 
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The buds on Infected trees studied in Iowa developed 
one to Beveral weeks later than on healthy trees end in 
every case some leavep. on the trees never reached full size 
before they died. The leaves on healthy trees reached full 
size in four to five veei G, The very sraall leaves on in­
fected trees were observed to be drying up apnroxiniately 
four weeks following bud-break end leaves nearly full size 
were shovrincr discoloration four to five weeks following 
bud-break. 
Definite coraoarisons between the experiment conducted 
by Beckman nl. (1953) and the observations in Iowa are 
difficult to make, as all events in the former were related 
to one point, time of inoculation of the trees. In studying 
the spring- (dwarf-leaf) symntoms in Iowa, time of inocula­
tion was unknown. In spite of this, the pimilorities con­
cerning (l) retarded leaf development, (2) death of the 
small leaves before they reach full size and (3) similar 
time relationships^ that existed between time of inoculation 
and bud-break, and time of inoculation and symptom develop­
ment lead one to believe snring (dwarf-leaf) symptoms 
^RelationshipR existed if the trees displaying spring 
(dwarf-leaf) symptoms were inoculated after April 9 when the 
first eiprn of frerh oak wilt fungus development was noted 
in the cfmbial region of a dead red oak, or if root graft 
transmission took place after April 9. 
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could vA 1 result from early eprlnc" Inoculation of healthy 
oak treee. 
Leaf Byrar-toms could be indirectly due to the production 
of some funffoup metabolite or toxin (Young 19^8) which in-
ducee formation of cume end tylosee (Struckmeyer et sl« 
195^)* The BurnE and tylopes reduce the movement of water 
in the hopt (Beckman et al. 1953)« Symptoms produced, be 
they Gnrinfr (dwarf-leaf) or summer (bronze-leaf) on immr ture 
or mature leaver,, would derend on the time of Infection 
relative to the development of the host and poeribly the 
reli^^tive "build-up" of the nr.thoffen within the host. 
Influence of Temnerfture on Mft and Pad Formation 
The reeulte of the experiments to determine influence 
of temperature on mat and prd form* tion indiceteu 90^^ 
wpB too hitth for mat and pad formation and 43® to 77° f** 
favorable. Within the range of favorable temperaturea t.'^.ere 
was no discernible diff-r»nce in the number of roatn and pads 
formed per square foot between loffB Btored indoot-p and out­
doors. For example, at 43° F. and 69° F. more mate and 
pads per square foot formed on the outdoor controls while 
at 55° F. the opposite wfiB tj'ue (Table 5b). 
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More raetp. and padp per scusre foot lane enouch to 
cauee bark cracks occurred on the field controls than on 
the lo7P stored indoors (Table 5^), These result? suggest 
that outdoor storage vas more favorrble than indoor; how­
ever, the evidence IF meager as the differences fcetveen the 
number of cracks forming under indoor and outdoor conditions 
are small. The same relationship Is suggested by the fact 
that the percentage of mats and pads associated vith bark 
cracks wfis slightly higher on the field controls than on 
the lo s stored at ^>3° 55° F. and 69° F., but afrain the 
differences are slight. 
The minimum temperature for growth of mycelium in 
vitro has been reported to be anproximately 8° C. or 'fO»^° F. 
(Henry et al» 19^»4) and 2° C. or 35.6° F. (McMew and Young 
19'^8). The luxuriant nrrowth and development of the mats 
and pads on the locfs stored at ^3° F» indicates this tempera-
turtt Is not the minimum temperature for the growth of the 
fungus in oak logs. The many fungous structures formed at 
il3° F, were as large (Flsrure ?) as those formed on the 
control logs (Figure 28) and new mate and pads continued 
to develop for seven to eight weeks as compared to three to 
four weeks on the control logE. T le puggeste that lower 
temperatures, such as ^3° F., might even be conducive to the 
general development of the pathogen on wilt-killed trees. 
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Mo tnate and pade developed on the locrs etored at 90° F. 
(32° C.), while many were observed on the control lotrs In 
the woods (Table 5a» Flsruree 2?, 30), The maxlraum teapera-
ture for growth of Sndoconldlorhora fg»?acearum mycelium In 
vitro 1P approximately 90° F. or 32° C, (Henry ^  sl« 19^h; 
KcKew and Young 19^8). Accordlns to thie evidence, it 
appearr thnt the hiffh temper~ture war reBPonaible for the 
lack of funpoup mat end rird development on the lo rp stored 
at 90® F. Further evidence PUffffestinpr high temperatures 
are detrimental to the fung.->UF mat and nad develoument was 
obtained when two wilt-killed treea (^5-5^ and 96-5'^) vere 
felled and left lyinp: exposed to the rnyp of the pun. 
(Alternate sections of these trees were those Ptored indoora 
at 90® F.) After the logs had passed the mat- and nad-
formlna stage they were peeled. No fungoue growth was 
observed on the unper sidep of the loajp exposed dally to 
the rpys of the sun (Figure 29)» The ucp-ir Pldi^s of the 
looB became very warm when the sun shone directly on them, 
Teinperfitures as high as 104° F. have been recorded under 
the barV of wilt-killed trees exposed directly to the pun 
(Curl 195^). On the lover and cooler sides mats and pads 
formed (Figure 30). 
In ord'rr to demonatrate relationshlDS existing between 
the activity of the hoet ann the pathogen from the time of 
Fla. 27. KfltF end psde on one of the outdoor controls 
for 1076 etored at 90 F., • hotogreph bj r. 
E, Bragonler 
Hg. 28. Fatf F rul PEC'B on f'^tir of Che outdoor conli'ole 
for PtoreH nt 3^° F., 550 F. and 69° F. 
112-11? 
Flp:. 29. Upper exposed side of one of the outdoor controlc 
for lope Etored at 90® F,; no mats and pads 
developed (oak wilt tree 95-5^. lotr 3), nhoto-
graph by Dr. W. H. Bragonler 
FIb". 30. Mats and pado on lower side of loR shown in 
Flfr. 29, photofwaph by Dr. V/. H, Lragonier 
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11? 
Ir.clnleilt vilt through the erlod of raat and nad formation, 
maximum and nilnlmum daily temperatures vere srsT-ihed for the 
perlodp from Acril 1, 1953 to June , 195  ^ ond I^rril 1, 
195  ^ to June 3P» 1955 ^It' the etagep of obeerved hoet and 
fungous develonment (Klruree 11» 32). Obeervabl*^ funijous 
activity ceased »'ith the onset of freezlna weeth'=*r and com­
menced In the a rln vitbin tvo veeke vfter the bark tha'^ed. 
In -eneral, mat ent^ ad -Tro'-'th rloved do^n In June s-n • e 
• Tactically non-exirtent In July and errly h guft. .he 
hltrh temperaturee nrevsllina durlnp- the rerlod are rrobp.bly 
reenonslble for the lac'- of osk vllt funroup rovth. 
Eighteen molature determinations were made on the 
saovood nnd outer heartvood of four trees between July P 
and July 29, 195 '^-. The trees had died the previous year 
and the wood wpp still "green" wh^n prmpled. .hr t verafre 
moleture content of the eapvood '-'pf 84 per cent wi;i, ex­
tremes of 67 and 9) per cent. The averait- moipture content 
or the outer heartvood was 83 per cent with extremes of 70 
and 98 per cent (Table 12), These fliTurep indicate the 
moisture content was in a favorable mnTe for mat and pad 
development but the trees deteriorated and never formed matp 
and pads, His-h summer temperatures, or hit?h bark tempera­
tures, are blamed for the general absence of mats and pads 
on treep. in the summer. 
Correlation of algne and eymptoms of E. 
feg&cearum vlth maxlraura and minimum 
temDerstures, April, 1953 through June, 
195^, Pilot Knob State Perk, Forest City, 
Iowa 
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SUMMER (bronze-LEAF) 
J SPRING (DWARF- L 
~| LEAF) SYMPTOMS 
• 1 0  
0^. 1 17 
APRIL 1355 
7 27 
MAY 1933 
IB 
JUNE 1953 
6 26 
JULY IS53 AUG 
% £orngictt ion -
Forest Cityj Iowa. 
jmpioms of E.. 
i t 

(BRONZE-LEAF) SYMPTOMS 
FALL MAT $. PAD GROWTH 
15" 14' I 26 . " 4 24 " 3 23 
JULY IS53 AUSL/ST 1953 SEPT. 1953 OCT. 1953 NOV. 1953 DEC. 
jm.q of Fl. fqQticeo.rum with um temperatung.^ 
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Table 1?, Folsture content (dry weight basis} of pe vood 
and outer heartwood of four wilt killer] oeke In 
July 195^, Dolllver and ."Hot Knob State frks, 
"ebster end Fancock Countlee, lova 
Percentage moisture 
Lov Mph Aver? ge® 
Sapwood 67 99 fl'* 
Outer heartvood 70 98 83 
®Each fiffure 1R PH nverp e of IM uetermlnntlonR. 
The logs stored at ^3° F., 55° F* and 6'^° F'. were 
placed In storage forch 19» Knrc) 23 end April 9. Msts 
and oads formed on all the loae; mats and nads on thope at 
^3® F. continued to form for at least eight we-ks. In the 
20-week oerlod ^^rlor to Kerch 19, 0.12 Inches precipitation 
fell In November, 0,63 Inchec in December, 0,39 inchep In 
January, n,67 Inches In February and 0,29 Inches from farch 
1 to n. The rrreatest amount fall In/? In any one day during 
that time WRS 0.?7 Inches, Koct of the precipitation was 
In the form of snow and did not stey on the trees, v.'ell-
developed mats and oads formed, however, on these trees that 
received very little external preclnltatlon for almost five 
months and none at all for two additional months of storage. 
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This Indlcatep that external nrecloltatlon nrobeblv hee 
little Influence on mat pnd rad flevelopraent, and thst 
internal moipture and tenj>->ernture clr.y r very imnortant 
role. 
Phenomena Aeeociated vlth the Decline of Treep 
Infected with Endoconidiophora fagocefvrum 
Treen infecten vith Indoconidiophorp fngccearum undergo 
a ffrfidufil decline in vhi.ch the wood ch^nper from white to 
orange-brovn one! takes on a cVfrrcteriBtic aople cider odor 
during vhich time mate and osdp develop, V/ood and bark 
th?n turn dark brown to black and begin to deteriorate, the 
bark raey or may not fall off, visible decry bep:inp and the 
tree eventually fHlle, 
Chnngep r>rior to mat wnd pad development 
The a.ipearance or an orange-brown color in the vood 
and inner bark of infected treep indicated th»^y were entering 
the m.st- an.J pad-f or miner Ptarre. The orange-brown color 
UBually vfif: evident firpt in fitrerke which were more prominent 
in the spring than in the fr.ll (Figure 33). It almoet 
alwnyc ctartec. first in the upper wart of a tree although 
Fl(r. 33. Orancre-brovn, odorlferoup mat- and pnd-loeering 
BtreakE on red oak 
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localized streaks sometimes occurred on the lower rortions. 
Some trees possessed necrly all "green" wood in the basal 
area, but at consecutively greater helghte a larger per­
centage of the circumference of the bole wap in the orange-
brown condition (Table 13)• This occurred because the 
strecks widened vlth heijrht and alFO because they coalesced 
with others starting ut) higher. The streakine "as flvays 
observed to run parallel with the grain, even when the tree 
had spiral grrin. 
Table 13. Increase in orange-brown, odoriferoup wood with 
increase in height on tree, 195^, I'ilot Knob 
State Park, Hancock County, Iowa 
Height Diameter Percentage of circumference 
In in oronf^e-brown and odoriferous 
feet inches 
1 1/2 l^t.o 4.4 
13 
20 
9 
6 12.5 
11.5 
12.0 
10.0  
28.3 
35.3 
6 6 . 7  
6 8 . 3  
25 9 . 5  8 3 . 3  
27 8 . 5  100.0 
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The anole elder odor, cliaracterlptlc of the oa^c vllt 
funguc, wne alveye aBsoclated vith the orange-bro'-'n wood 
but never with other vood. It was present on the lover-most 
extenpions of streakc that reached from the tops, ana RIFO 
on tre-B that had the ort;nffe-brovn color but did not form 
mate and pads. 
Shortly before mats and oaf's formed on odoriferouB 
vood, very Rpsrse mycelium appe; rlnc as an olive-color 
"bloom" j?ometlniep WJF obBerved. ^'hlle ptudylnot mate and 
pedH, Curl (195^) observed that vhen plecee of vood '•-Ith 
such mycelium vere removed and '^laced In jn Incuiator at 
o 
12 C., pure cultures of fagsoearum appeared In three 
days, 
Frerh mat and ^ad development vae acFocieted only with 
orrnge-brovn odorlferoup vood. Examples wer<^ obs^^rvvd vhere 
matr and padp, Instead of developing In the usunl round or 
oval Fhaoe, developed in a shooe plnllar to that of r hrlf-
ule In wi'lch the cut '>ortlon bordered "green" vood. In 
(some Instances, "green" vood vap nrerent vithln the oval 
conriGurctlon of n mat pnii pad, with the rerult that the 
mat and pad developed normally except the "gre«»n" rtrerk 
was devoid of visible fungous growth. V'ell develoued mate 
and pudE were observed on strenkr as tiarrc ar 1 1/2 Inches. 
In all cases, fungoup grov/th originated from the orange-
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brown areas and not from the ""green" wood. Thie indicates 
the wood raust \mdergo certs In changes before visible mycelial 
growth will take place. Successful Isolations of E. faga-
cearum were made from the orange-brown wood and from adjacent 
"green" wood. 
The length of time required for en Infected tree to 
reach the mat- and pad-forming stage depended on when In­
cipient wilt developed, the rate of decline and the d, b, h. 
In northern Iowa treps showing Incipient wilt before July 1 
usually form natp and pads the first time In the fall whereas 
many of the later wilting trees form mats and pasis for the 
first time in the spring. 
A 7-lnoh d. b. h. red oak, oak wilt tree I 166-5^, was 
inoculated May 20, 195^ with "ascospore-droplets". The 
tree developed incipient wilt in three we'-ks and by August 
21, mats and pads had dev^lopef' on the entire length of the 
bole ami were already In a state of deterioration. Probably 
a little over two months elansed between incipient wilt and 
mat and pad formation on this tree. Oak vllt tree 109-53 
consisted of two sprouts, 21 and 23 inches d. b. h. The 
21-lnch sprout wilted in 1952 and the 23-lnch in 1953. The 
wood of the smaller one remained "green" throughout the 
following sprlnff and early eummnr following infection and 
was observed to be producinT new mats and pads August 22, 
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1953* Matp and pads vere observed on the larger sprout on 
September 18, 1953« Twelve month? or more may have elapsed 
between Incipient wilt and mat and pad formation. This was 
the only tree observed In a three-year period that died one 
year and produced mats and pads in the fall of the following 
year. In general, however, it can be stated that vilt-killed 
trees undergo a gradual decline in which certeln phenomena 
are associated with definite stages of deterioration. Mats 
and r^adi' are formed only within a certain stage of this 
decline; the later the trees vllt, the later in the season 
they will reach the mat- and pad-forming stage. There are, 
of course, exceptions. 
Differences between the average moisture content of 
the "green" wood and orange-brovm odoriferous wood were 
observed on both red and bur oaks (Table 15)* A difference 
in average sapwood moisture content (dry weight basis) 
of 16 per cent was observed on red oaks between mat- and 
pad-bearing wood and '•green" streaks in the spring of 195^ 
and 5 pei* cent in the spring of 1955» on bur oaks the dif­
ference was 11 per cent in the spring of 1955» Similar 
results were obtained when orange-brown streaks forming in 
"green" wood on trees Just entering the mat- and pad-forming 
stage were tallied. Thus, the average sapwood moisture 
content of wood supporting mat and pad growth and orange-
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brovn odoriferous wood Is lower than that of corresponding 
"green" wood, 
Formctlon of fungous mats entt pads In Iowa 
Fungous mats cnrt pads sre reproductive structures of 
Ennoconlnlophora fagacearum produced between the barV and 
wood of wllt-kllled oaks (Figure 3^)» Th>ey are composed of 
areap of mycelium called matr, In the central portions of 
which are thickened gelatinous parts called pads (Figure 
3 5 ) .  
The color of the mycelium of newly produced mats vprles 
from white to tan to dark gray. The mate vary In outline 
but ore commonly oval to round with the long axis parallel 
to the long axis of the tree. They vary In site from a 
minimum of 1 Inch In length and width to 4 to 8 Inches long 
and 3 to 5 Inches wide; the lattar are com!r;on. Some mats 
may reach a length of 1?. Inchep, especially when several 
oo{>lesce. 
The pads vary In color from arey to olive green p.nd 
are composed of large parenchyma-like cells. They vary In 
outline from a very Irregular shape to oval or nearly round. 
They may be lees than 1 to more than 3 Inches long, 1/2 to 
11/2 Inches wide and 2 to 10 mm, thick. Externally they 
Fig. 3^. Exposed mate anc pads on bs-k enc; wood of red oak, 
photo?reph bv Dr. VJ. H. Bragonler 
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Fig, 35« Fungouf pad (&( proxlm&tely x2) phovn In Flp:. 
3^, photo{?rcph by Dr. W, H. riraconler 
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have a daedalold or furrowed appearance (Figure 35)• 
Mate and pads are formed in the camblal region on both 
the wood and bark, ^/hen sections of bark are retroved the 
mate and pads on the bark and wood are usually mirror Images 
of each other (Figure 3^). The pads apr>8rently start to 
grow In Jiuctaposltlon to each other on the bark and wood. 
Ae they Increase In size cresRure Is created which causes 
the bark to CTV ck (Flffures ??), TMs exposes the mats 
and pads, and soon Ineectr and rodents Invade and oonstime 
them. 
Perlthecla and conldla occurring on the mats enri pads 
are produced when the mycelium 1P ppermatlred with the 
opposite strain of the fungus (Parnett et al. 1952; Curl 
et al. 1953; Fergus 1953; Leach et el. 195?^)« When the 
perlthecla are mature the asnosporee are extruded In sticky 
massee, herein called "apcospore-droplets" (Flgiire JP), 
Mats and pads are produced abundantly on red op.kn In 
lowfi. Durlnf? the spring and/or fall of 1952, 1953 and 195^ 
they were observed at Pilot Knob State Fnrk on all 226 trees 
In a condition to form matp and pads, rmd In 1953 on 18 of 
20 red oaks at Dolllver State Park (Table 14), Large numbers 
of mats and pads are sometimes produced on Individual trees. 
During 1953i red oaks, 11 and 1.? Inches d. b. h., were 
observed with 65 and 75 well developed mats and pads In the 
Flfr. 36. Bark crack caused by developins: funproup uad, 
nhotoaraph by Lou Facto 
Flfr. 37. Bark crack caused b.v developlncr funsrous pad, 
Dhotoaraph by Lou Facto 
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Fig, 38. Perltheclft on met vlth "aeoospore-drooletp 
uhotoerpnh from a Kodocbrome tranrnarency "by 
Pr. W. H. Brngonler 
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Table 14, Freauency of occurrence of mats and pads and bark 
crackf! on vrllt-: llled red oake In lova durlncr 1952, 
1953 and 195^ 
Year Location No. of No, of No, of 
trees trees with trees vith 
observed mats and bark cracks 
pads 
1952 Pilot Knob State Park 33 33 33 
1953 5'ilot Knob State Park 156 156 156 
1953 Dolliver State Park 20 IR 18 
195^ :^ilot Knob State Park 37 37 37 
lower 7 fe'-t of the bolee. On a third tree (oak vilt tree I I? . 
7-53)I a 12-inch d, b. h, northern pin oak, feet tall, 246 
of the fungouc etructureE! were observed. Two years after 
this tree died, black ppotr were still plainly visible where 
the mate and padr- had been (Figures 39, 4o); it wee not 
possible to ipolnte the oak wilt fungUR from these black 
areas. 
Mate and pads are also found on bur oakf. in Iowa, al­
though they are foi-raed lese frequently than on red oaks. In 
the Bprins' of 1954, an 8-inch d. b. h, bur oak, 46 feet tall, 
waK observed with 42 of the fungoun etructures. In the spring 
of 1955 two sprouts (oak wilt treee 102-54 and 103-54) were 
Fig, 39, Black ppotB vhere mate 
pin oak (oak wilt tree 
peellnff, photograph by 
and pads had been on a n. 
MIS. 7-53)» two years after 
Dr. V?. H, Eragonler 
Fi', 4o. Detail of stump and butt loR shown In Fla, 39, 
hotogruph b. Dr. . K. Irtgonier 
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observed to be produclnar mate and pads (Fiffures ^2, 
perithecia were present on some of the mats. 
Mate End pads on bur oekp are identical In appe? ranee 
to those on red oake; hovever, they can be easily removed 
from the wood by pulling off the strandp of fibers present 
on the wood when the bark is removed. In tie way, it is 
popFiblp to peel the mats off the wood completely (Figure 
>^5). 
The lencrth of time the mats and pads persist is in­
fluenced by temperature, bark cracks, whether or not insects 
inhfibit th®m and whether equlrrelp chew the berk ftnd further 
expose them. During hot, dry weather, after beinrr exposed 
by bark crackp, mats and pade may lart less than a week 
before turning black and deteriorating. At lower tempera­
tures they may last for several weeks if not invaded by 
insects and animals. Mats and pads formed on lotie Ptored 
at ^ 3® F. remained fresh rix to eight ve-cke. Rather than 
turning black and decomnoping as they do in nature, they 
dried to a somewhat tough, rubbery consistency. 
M a t e  a n d  p a d s  m a y  d e v e l o p  v - r y  r a p i d l y  u n d e r  f a v o r a b l e  
conditions. On the morning of April 24, 1955* the control 
logs from Experiments 4 through 7 were Innpectef! for mat 
and pad formation. Each mat and pad exposed by a bark crack 
was marked. In the evenlnc, ap'^roximately ten hours later. 
Fig, 41. Eur Oftkfi Droduclng- matp and pads (oak wilt tree 
102-54 on right, 103-5^ on left), nhoto^aph by 
Dr. v.. H. Bregonler 
Klft, 42. ' at and pad on bur oak (102-54) ehovn In Fig. 4l 
(observ-; eprout and streak of "green" wood), 
nhotogrtiph by Dr. V/. H. Uragonler 
1^ 3 
Fig, 43. f'lGtB and pade on bur oak (oek wilt tree IO3-5A) 
shown in Fipr. ^1, photoaraph by l)r. W. H. Bragonier 
Flfir. 44. Hats and piide on 
bork from tree in 
Fig, 43, photogrnph 
by Dr. V/, H, 
Bragonier 
Fig. 45. ! ate and pade in 
Fie, 43 removed 
from wood by pull­
ing off BtrandB of 
fibers, photoaraph 
by Dr. '-U H. 
Brogonier 
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the logs were again Inspected for mp.t and pad development. 
Three had formed large cracks during the day; two had an 
additional three cracks each and another had one. Thle 
Indicates how rapid development of mate and padE may be 
under favorable conditions. 
Periods of prolific mat and pad growth occur In Iowa 
from the latter part of Auf^iet to December and from the 
middle of April to early June (Fiffuree 31» 32). Mate and 
pads have been observed to form on almofst nil undisturbed 
vilt-kllled treeE in north central lowp (Table 14), In 
Pilot Knob State '-^ark they have been observed to form on 
niles of billets cut during winter and left lying in the 
woods, on billets in woodpiles (Figure 46), on stacked 
fence posts (Figure 4?) and on out logs. This illustrates 
how muts and pads are proouoed on parts of wilt-killed 
oaks in Iowa and how the pathogen might be spread if care 
is not exercised. 
Association of mat and pad formation and hoet moisture 
Wide variation exists in the moisture content of wood 
on which mats and padt* develop. On red oake, sapvood ex­
tremes of 66 and 105 per cent (dry weight basis) were re­
corded in the spring of 1954 , 83 and 117 pei' cent In the 
Flff, 46. V/oodplle at Pilot Knob State Park in vMch 
billets containing mate and pads were found, 
photograph by Dr. W, H. Bragonier 
Fig, 47, Port.B nt Pilot Knob State r'ark on which mate 
end pndfi vere found, i^hotogrfiph by I>r. Vf. K. 
Bragonier 
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fall of 1954 and 64 and I03 per cent In the epring of 1955i 
on bur OSXP, eapvood extremes of 6? and 76 per cent vere 
recorded In the spring of 195^ and 6? and 75 in the eprlng 
of 1955» The average moieture content of the sapvood was 
very elnilar under "both the matp and the padF on red and bur 
oaks (Table I5). The averaae moisture content of the sr.p-
vood under natr and pade wae 17 P®r cent higher on red oeks 
forming raatp end rade in the frll than In the spring. This 
is logical ap the trees would dry out somewhat during the 
winter. Difference in averape moisture content of outer 
heartwood between f^ll and rmring wan not Iprge, being 3 
per cent. This ic r.lro ap expected since the outer herrt-
wood would dry at a much Flower rate than the more exposed 
papwood. 
The avfra-e moisture content of the sep^'ood at which 
matf! ami padfi form'-d on bur oakt! in the spring wnp 71 per 
cent, which was 1.? per cent lower than on the red oaks 
(Table 15). 
The wood moisture content of herlthy trees is lower 
during the fall than that of mat- and pad-bearinfr red oaks 
during the same period. This gives the im' resFion th/?t the 
wood moisture content of trees goes up after Infection. 
Althoush reports indicate wood moisture ie sitnllar in BUtr.iner 
and winter (Forest Products Laboratory 1953)» after samplincr 
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Table 15. Averaare wood moisture content (dry weight baelfi) of 
mat- and. oad-bearing red and bur oaMr, pprinpr 195^. 
fall 195^1 Krrin<? 1955. lHot Knob State ••ark, Hancock 
Covmty, lo^fa 
Time No. of Source Average percentage moieture 
of structures of 7; „ 
year and tre^s semple Under Under Orange-brown Green 
eamoled mats pads odoriferous wood 
wood 2 to 6 
inches from 
mats and 
pads 
£rlng 16 mats and Snpwood 
195^ pads on nine 
red oaks Outer 
heartwood 
81 
84 
83 
88 
73 
87 
98 
89 
Fall 13 mats and 
195^ pads on six 
red oaks 
Sapwood ino 
Outer 
heartwood 
88 
101 
90 
100 
90 
Spring 
l'^ 55 
27 mats and 
pads on 14 
red oaks 
Saowood 
Outer 
heartwood 
87 
89 
80 
83 
86 
88 
.•j9 
82  
Ipring 
195^ 
3 mats and 
Dade on one 
bur oak 
Sapwood 
Outer 
herrtwood 
71" 
72 
Sprincr 
1955 
3 mate and 
pads on two 
bur oaks 
SaT)wood 
Outer 
heartwood 
72 
66 
70 
66 
68 
69 
82 
69 
^;!o distinction wep mede under mats and under pads, 
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tvo healthy trees, it vae found that the Ber>woori molBture 
content vrrled Beaeonplly (Table 16). The average moisture 
content of the eepwood in June vae 92 per cent, in July 97 
per cent and In e^rly November it dropped to 65 per cent, 
ThiB dron in troisture vould not be expected in treee infected 
Table 16. Averacre moisture peroentape (dry weight bftpis) of 
tvo healtl.y red oake durinp: a 12-month ^eriod, 
Pilot Knob Btflte ''ark, Hancock County, lova 
Source of Date sampled® 
sample 
A )ril 27 June 2^ July 29 Nov. 8 Kf^rch 11 
195^ 195^ 195^ 195^ 1955 
18 4 IF 4 18 4 18 4 18 
Kapwood® 69 71 92 85 
Outer 
hee.rtvood® 84 77 84 78 
Center 
heertwood 92 — 84 85 
97 84 65 68 71 76 
03 f4 74 74 72 68 
69 64 81 71 72 68 
®Samr)lintt VBB done with regard to apecific host activity. 
Auril 27 the buds were bret'klnj?; June 24 the rnpld enrly crro'-'th 
had ascentially ceased; July 29 the trees were beyond the 
early rapid firowth etage; Uovemher 8 the trees were entering 
dormancy Just t>rlor to cold venther; rsrch 11 the wood was 
still frozen Just prior to the start of warmer temneratures. 
^he treefl were sampled at heights of 4 an^l 18 feet. 
°Each average represente 4 to 6 deterninatione taken on 
both the east and the v/est sides of the bole. 
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during the eummer. In order to determine the trend of 
moisture in diseased trees, tvo red oaks {2-5^ and 3-5^) 
showing foliage pym-toms early in June 195^ were sampled 
June Zk, 195^1 i^ovember 8, 195^, March 11, 1955 and Hay 6, 
1955 (Table 17). The average sapwood moisture content of 
Table 17. Average moisture percentapre (dry weight basis) 
of two diseased red oaks during 12 montbe, l^ilot 
Knob State Park, Hancock County, lova 
Boiu'ce of D&tci saiopled 
sample ^ 
June 2^ November 8 March 11 Kaif 6 
195^ 195^ 1955 1955 
Sanwood® 106 99 97 90 
Heartwood® 95 91 92 86 
®Each average represents 4 to 8 determinetions. 
these two tre-^s WHR 106 Y ER cent when sampled in June, 99 
per cent in November, 97 pei* cent the following Ktrch and 
90 per cent the following May. This indicates the moisture 
content of diseased trees does not fluctuate as in living 
trees, but ,Tradu«lly declines as would be expected. Thus 
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it appears likely that no increase in sanvood nolGture 
occurB after infection. 
Deterioration of trees after mat and pad formation 
After trees pass through the mat- and pad-forminp 
stage the inner bark and vood turn n dark brovn to black and 
the trees begin to break down. The bark may or may not 
fall off. If the bark ia removed or comes off of at least 
the lover part oT the bole, the brrk on the rent of the 
bole usually falls and the tree drier out. Wilt-killed 
trees on which the berk is removed soon after death have 
little or no visible decay after tvo to three years. Decay 
is airoarently related to hort moiFture content as peeled, 
standing trees dry to a moisture level below the fiber 
snturntion point in s relatively short time. For example, 
an 8-inch d. b. h. red oak (oak wilt tree 96-53) died in 
1953* formed mats and pads in the fall and was peeled 
shortly afterward. The spring following infection this 
tree had a sapvood moisture content (35 per cent) near the 
fiber saturation point (the minimum moisture level necessary 
for good growth of decay fungi) and by summer the moisture 
content of the sapwood (22 per cent) was below and the 
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outer heartwood (30 per cent) anproximntely at the fiber 
saturation point (Table 18). 
The average moietui'e content of the eapvood of oek 
vilt trees 1-51 and 2-51. dead three years, x/as determined 
where there was no bark. The papwood had 23 per cent 
moisture on July 29, 195^^$ 20 per cent August 21, 195^ and 
Table 18. Average percentage moisture of a peeled 8-lnch 
d. b. h. 'llt-kllled ret' oak, Pilot Knob State 
Park, Hancock County, Iowa 
Source of 
sample 
April 3 
195^ 
Cate sampled 
July 29 
195^^^ 
August 21 
195^ 
March 11 
1955 
Sapwood 
Outer 
hesrtvood 
35 
76 
26 
56 
22 
30 
1^ 
26 
Each averftfre reoresents one to four determinntions. 
16 per cent March 11, 1955* The wood on the peeled portions 
of these two trees was still sound three years after they 
were killed. 
When the bark remained on dead trees a virtual incubator 
vras crested. Conks of fungi were visible on the bark within 
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a year end In two to three years hundreds of conks were 
present (Figure ^ 8), The dense growth of fungous mycelium 
seemed to hold the bark in place. Trees in this condition 
showed advanced decay in the sapvood and outer heartwood 
after two to three years (Figure 49). 
Moisture determinations of sapwood, outer heartwood 
and center heartwood on trees dead one, two and three years 
indicated the moisture content usually remained above 80 
per cent, well within f rente frvorinjc decay (Table 19). 
A survey was mode in Pilot Knob State Part to determine 
how frequently the bark wee retained on wilt-killed red 
oaks dead three or more years. An arer was selected in 
which trees dead one and tvo years previously had been 
marked. One hundred dead trees 8 inches d. b. h, or larger, 
(most were dead three to six years) were recorded as to 
whether more or less than 50 por cent of the bark was 
present on the merchantable parts of the boles, and wheth-r 
only the sapwood or both the sapwood and heartwood was de­
caying. It was found that over $0 per cent of the bark was 
present on the merchantable parts of the boles on 72 per 
cent of the trees, visible sp.pwood decay in 30 per cent of 
the trees and viplble sapwood and heartwood decay in 70 
per cent. This preliminary survey indicates the neoenpity 
Fig. 48. Decay fungi on vnt-killed onke dead 3 years, 
photograph by Br. W, H, Dragonler 
Fig. 49. Decay in Bapwood and outer henrtwood on red 
oako dead 3 years, photograph by Dr. H. 
Bragonier 
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Table 19. /verege percentaffe molBture of vllt-kllled red 
oakp dead one, tvo and three yearp, Pilot Knob 
State ^ark, Hancock County, Iowa 
Y^are 
dead 
Source of 
samnles 
Arrll 3 
195^ 
Date sampled 
July 29 
195^ 
Auguet 21 
195^ 
Mprch 11 
1955 
Ta vooci 
Outer 
heartvood 
flO 
no 
80 84 
Center 
heartwood 
Dapvood 
Outer 
heartwood 
103 
96 
78 
106 
103 
110 
119 
106 
Center 
heartwood 
94 99 107 
Bapwood 
Outer 
heai'twood 
90 
93 
41 
86 
126 
101 
Center 
heartwood 
86 87 94 
Each average repreeents one to four determlnctlonB, 
'One tree. 
'Two trees. 
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of eF.rly salvasre of wllt-kllled oaks and also the need for 
studying the problems associated with wllt-lnfected oak 
8tends. 
The stand after extensive oak wilt Infection 
The oak wilt pathogen soreads locally through root 
ftrsftp and entire stands may be wiped out in tree-to-tree 
fashion (Figures 50» 51 )• In Pilot Knob State t^srk dense 
growth of brombles (Rubup spp,), dooT^ood, (Cornus racemosa 
Lrn.) tirickly esh (Xantboxylum amerlcsnum Mill), hophornbeam 
(Ostrya vlrcrlnlana c Mlll.:> K. Koch), hazel (Corylus aro^ricana 
vialt.), etc, make the areas virtually Impaesable, In some 
instances ne&rly ;ure stands or weed trees, such as honhorn-
benm, become established (Figure 51)• Exteneive oak wilt 
infection results not only in loss of oak trees, but also 
valuable recreational facilities through the establishraent 
of brush and worthless trees. 
Squirrels as Potential Vectors of 
I£ndoconldlOT?horft fagfcegrum 
The close asfociation of feeding habits of squirrels 
on mats and pads of Kndoconldiophora fegacearum and on 
Plff. 50, Sturapp of vllt-kllled oaks in Pilot Knob State 
rark, Hancock County, Iowa, pome trees in beck-
rround doftd; photoa:r«*.ph by Er. H. Bragonl-^rr 
Fin-, 51, s-Btabllel'irnent of hot)-hornbeam in area denuded 
by oak wilt in ^ ilot Knob State Park, Hancock 
County, lova; photof?raph by Dr. V. H. 
^ragonler 
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healthy oak treee makee equlrrels likely vectore of the oak 
wilt fungUR. Heavy feeding on mats and pade hap been ob­
served In Iowa during late April and May when a large per­
centage of the squirrels' diet consists of expanding buds, 
new shoots, leaves and flowers. Squirrels alpo feed on 
m.;t8 and pads In the fall and winter. 
Durlnsr ^fay of 1955. the Oflk wilt fungup was isolated 
from the nouth and stompoh of a squirrel that had been ob­
served feeding on a met and pad. It has been demonstrated, 
under experimentel conditions, that squlrrelc can trtnpmit 
the oak wilt fun-up to healthy trees (Mmellch 1955)* 
Obe^TvatlonB have been made in the snrlng and Fummer of 
heelthy oak trees from which squirrels have stripped large 
ereafi of bark, 2 or more feet lonfr, in some oases girdling 
large limbs. Three examples were recorded in Pilot Knob 
State Park in the spring of 195^i where squirrel stripping 
of bark from healthy OH1:B WRS followed soon by oak wilt 
infection. 
Circumstantial evidence strongly points to squirrels 
as being closely ascociat^d ^ith the spread of the oak wilt 
fungus, either directly by transmitting it, or indirectly 
by making wounds on healthy trees to which other possible 
vectors might be attracted. 
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Control of Fungous Mat and Pad Formation 
The reeultp obtained from the experlmentp to control 
mat and pad formation Indicated (l) all treatments reduced 
mat and pad formation on wilt-killed trees regardless of 
when applied or when the trees developed incipient wilt, 
(2) better control was obtained on trees treated July 12 
than Auprust 1^ or August 21, (3) snorulation of the oak 
wilt funfrus Is difficult to control in the lower 3 or 
feet of the bole, (4) the dry girdle applied July 12 to 
trees with incipient '•'lit prior to July 1 the ipost 
effective treatment, followed closely by the girdle plus 
sodium arsenite and the frill, (5) the dry girdle wns the 
most effective of the treatrrentr anplied August 1^ or 21, 
and (G) frilling the bnrk in the basal 4 or 5 t9et of the 
bole was the only treatment that gpve complete control in 
that portion of the tree. 
SuoceRs in controlling mat and nad formation on wilt-
killed oaks seems to he coimled with treating the treep so 
they will dry quickly. Th«» reaultp from these treatments 
show that trees girdled or frilled early In the summer were 
visibly drier, the bark and wood more deteriorated and there 
were fevrer matn and padp thnn on non-treated trees or trees 
treated late In the sumner. 
M t and pad formation In the basal 3 to ^  feet of the 
trunk la difficult to control because t^ils portion does not 
dry or dip very quickly. This Is probably related to the 
fact roots of Infected trees continue to live for f. yeer or 
more aft®r the top*? have died. As the dry girdle was the 
raopt effective tx^ntment In oontrolllne mat and ped forma­
tion above the are** treated and the frill the only treatment 
givlnir complete control of mat and T)ad formation belov the 
aren treated, it Is 8u<r{rentefl that a combination treatment 
conslstinpr of dry fflr-ile and frill be used to conl.rol mat 
an i oad fo-mrtlon. An alternative procedure ml«?ht be to 
upe tvo dry fflrdles, one ne^r the o-rounrj, the other at ^  
feet, or perhaps r slnfirle dry crlrdle near the ground. 
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SLTWARY 
Hoet parasite relationships of Sndoconldlophora 
fagacearum Bretz and eueoeptlble oak hoBts In northern lova 
were studied to determine; (1) If periods of hoet reelptance 
occur durlnp: the year, (2) the syrontoras as found In lova, 
(3) the factore affecting development of fungous mats and 
padB, (^) the asROolatlon of hoet molBture and mat and pad 
development on red uercue Bt>p.) and bur ( usroue maoro-
oarpa lilchx.) oake, (5) the noeplble role Bqulri'ele T)lay In 
the dleeemlnatlon of ^  fp.gacearum and (6) met^od8 for con­
trolling mat and pad formation. 
Inoculation of 16B oak trees at Intervals over a period 
of 15 monthK Indicated ftscoBporen were effective Inoculum 
and fungoun mat and pad material Ineffective. The trees 
were more suecentlble to Infection during the spring and 
summer than durlncr the winter. 
S irlng (dwarf-leaf) symptome on red oaks were described 
for the first time. Evident shortly after bud-l^reak, trees 
dip. laying tham are characterized by small, nale green 
foliage and retarded leaf development. 
Mat and pad development was observed on logs stored 
at ^ 3° F., 55° F. and 69° F., but not on lo^s stored at 
90° F. (All control logs from the same trees formed mats 
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anfl pade.) Evidence vae TDreeented Buggeetinff high tempera­
tures are responeible for general lack of mat and pad 
development in the summer. 
Mats and pads and bark cracks vere present on all 226 
red oake observed in a condition to form matf? and pads in 
the fall and/or soring In 1952| 1953 195^^ at Pilot 
Knob Gtate Park. 
There was no appreciable difference between wood 
moisture under mate and under pads on both red and bur 
oaks. The percentage of wood moisture under mats and pads 
and orange-brown odoriferous wood 2 to 6 inches from mats 
and pads was Gimilar. The average moisture content of the 
sapwood under mats and pads vae 1? per cent higher on red 
oaks forming mats and pads in the fall than in the spring. 
Seventy per cent of wilt-killed red oaks dead three or 
more years had decay in the sapwood and outer heartwooci. 
Wood moisture in trees with bark usually remained above 80 
per cent, H level favoring decay* Trees from which the 
bark fell or wan removed dried down below the fiber satura­
tion point and little or no decay was visible after two to 
three years. 
Heavy squirrel feeding on mats and pads during 1952# 
1953 and 195^ was observed at Pilot Knob State i'ark. The 
period when squirrels feen heavily on new buds and shoots 
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coincided vlth tlraep of heavy nqulrrel feedlnsr on raatp and 
pads. A grpy squirrel observed feedlne on a nerlthecla-
bearlna: mat and pid wae phot and the oak vilt funcup re-
oovered from Ite mouth and stomach. 
Glrdllnsr, ^ 0 per cent eodlum arsenite tainted on /rlrdle, 
frllllntr to a helfrht of 5 feet and paint In?? the bole vlth 
Tier cent sodium amenlte to a height of 5 feet all pcave 
partial control of met and oad formation. The dry n-lrdle 
anrlled In July oomnletely controlled nat and nad form= tlon 
above the nrlrdle on ten treep. Trentmentp srplled In 
AijffUfit ffnve leap control than those pppll'^'^ In July. 
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